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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RESEARCH ÜUTLINE 
Due to the increasing cost of healthcare, the Dutch government changed the way hospitals get 
rewarded for their services. Since 2005 the hospitals get their income through diagnosis/treatment 
combinations (DBC's, standardized healthcare products containing all diagnosis's treatments against a 
certain symptom) insteadof a lump sum according to critena's like the amount of beds, residents in 
the service area and estimated amount of work. Each DBC has a fixed price that is either govemment 
regulated (segment A), or negotiated with the health insurance companies (segment B). Because 
hospitals do not get paid for each action (e.g. an X-ray scan), but only for the total package (the DBC) 
it is in the best interest of the hospital to perfarm a DBC as efficient as possible. 
In order to manage the healthcare process, information on how patients flow through the hospita! can 
be useful. The healthcare industry is characterized by the high complexity and flexibility of the 
processes. Process rnining is a way to acquire objective process information from event registrations. 
Process mining has proven to be able to provide business process information in service industries 
(van der Aalst, et al., 2007). There are some exploratory studies on the use of process mining in the 
healthcare (Mans, 2008) but no in-depth studies have been performed. In this master's thesis the 
usability of process mining in the healthcare environment was researched. This was done by 
performing a process mining project. The results of this project were validated with the process 
owners. 
To perfarm a process mining project a frameworkor methodology can be useful for rnanaging and 
planning ofthe project. We have chosen to use a data mining framework and verify it on its usability 
within a process mining project. 
The above described problem lead to the following research objectives: 
Research the applicability of process mining on acquiring objective process information in the 
healthcare domain. 
Research the suitability of the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) 
frameworkon a process mining project. 
The following research questions follow from the above described research objectives. 
Are the current process mining tools suitable for obtaining objective process data to support 
healthcare process management? 
To which extend can the CRISP-DM methodology be applied on a process mining project for the 
support of healthcare process management, and what changes are needed? 

METHODOLOGY 
To answer the research questions, a case study has been done at the Máxima Medical Centre. The 
following research methodology was used to answer the research questions. First an introduetion for 
this project is given. Then the CRISP-DM methodology was executed on the process mining project 
within the rheumatology department During the execution of the CRISP-DM methodology an 
evaluation is made on the applicability. At the part ofthe CRISP-DM methodology where the process 
mining results are made, an evaluation is made on these results, to check the applicability of process 
mining on the healthcare. Finally a condusion was made. 

Execute the CRISP-DM Methodology 
Introduetion Evaluate the CRISP-DM Methodology Condusion 

L Evaluate Process Mining_ results 

The CRISP-DM methodology is executed as described by Chapman et al. (2000). The CRISP-DM 
consists of the following phases: Business understanding; Data understanding; Data preparation; 
Modeling; Evaluation; and Deployment. 

PROCESS MINING RESUL TS 
The process mining research objective was to research the applicability of process mmmg on 
acquiring objective process information in the healthcare domain. To achieve this goal several process 
mining objectives were set. These are: 
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• Research the possibilities discovering the care flow of the rheumatoid arthritis patients. 
• Check if the process model discovered in the first objective corresponds to the predefmed care 

paths and to reality. 
• The third process mining objective was to examine the possibilities of performance analysis 

with process mining. 
To answer these questions, process logs were created from the registrations made in the CS-EZIS 
(ChipSoft Electronic Care Information System) database. The process mining software that was used 
for this project is the ProM framework. This is a collection of process mining tools. For each of the 
described process mining objectives the tools which can he used to achieve that objective have been 
applied on the log, and assessed on their usability. 
For the first objective the beuristics miner and the fuzzy miner process discovery mining plug-ins 
were used. These mining algorithms proved to he able to extract comprehensive process models from 
the process log, given that the amount of event classes is limited. 
For the second objective the linear temporallogic (LTL) checker and the conformanee checker were 
assessed. The LTL checker was useful to check if certain behavior is followed. Using it on the process 
log, it is concluded that it can he used. The conformanee checker plug-in checks the log against a 
predefined Petri net model. The Petri net rnadeling language is very structured and dictates exact 
behavior. The care path models on the other hand, are descriptive and can he seen as a medica} 
guideline to process a patient. This tool was therefore not he used. 
For the last objective, performance analysis tools were assessed. The most useful plug-in was the 
performance analysis with Petri net plug-in. This plug-in can derive flow times for the whole process, 
or between events. However the results are questionable in complex models. Therefore using a 
simplified model with only theevents on which the performance is measured should he used. Next to 
these exact flow times, the dotted chart can he used to get an overview on the performance. lt displays 
when the events occur in the process. Patterns on when events occur can he found. The dotted chart is 
a graphical tool, which can he used for overview. No detailed statistics can he acquired with this plug
m. 
Reviewing the ability of the tools to achieve the process mining objectives, leads to the condusion 
that the process mining tools can he used on the current data registrations, to acquire process 
information. 

CRISP-DM RESUL TS 
The second research objective was to research the suitability of the CRISP-DM data mining 
framework on a process mining project. 
In the five phases executed in this project the CRISP-DM methodology is found very useful for a 
process mining project. The business understanding, data understanding, and data preparation phase 
ofthe CRISP-DM methodology could he applied to this process mining project. 
The rnadeling phase did differ from the CRISP-DM methodology. Therefore it is chosen to first asses 
the process mining tools on their usability to achieve the process mining objectives, and then assess 
the results of these process mining tools. 
Returning to the second research question it can he concluded that the CRISP-DM methodology is 
very useful for executing a process mining project. In executing the methodology there were only 
minor deviations in the first three phases. The rnadeling phase deviated more because the nature of the 
problems is slightly different. Here it is chosen to test the tools on the data in a more exploring way 
and then use these tools to extract the process mining results. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND LIMITAllONS 
First of all this project was executed in one hospital. This hospita} uses a certain information system. 
The applied metbod and analysis might not work in other hospitals. Hospitals however are obligated 
to register DBC's. These DBC registrations were the bases of the larger part of the process mining 
log. These should he found in all Dutch hospitals. Only the more detailed data as the time registrations 
for events and the performance analysis on the appointments are information system specific. 
The CRISP-DM methodology is also only tested on one project. It is therefore hard to generalize this 
to all process mining projects. Next there are some limitations on the process mining tools. The 
process discovery tools cannot use preexisting data hierarchy to model a process model. Even when 
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the algorithm is aware of hierarchy in the data, it will try to fmd the hierarchy instead of using 
hierarchy data. An improvement would be to extend an existing process mining algorithm to use this 
data. However, research to solve this problem is currently being done (Alves de Medeiros, 2008). 
For the performance measuring, it is found that existing process mining tools cannot extract useful 
performance data from complex process models. The tools that do extract performance data either 
need structured models, or start and end event timestamps. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Care Group A medical specialty organized in a result responsible unit 
(Zorggroep) 
Care Path Description of the path that a pa ti ent should take on a certain illness 
(Zorgpad) 
Diagnosis Treatment 

Combination 
Result Responsible Unit 

Government regulated standard care product for each diagnosis and 
treatment combination. 
Entity in the hospital which is responsible for its own results, and 
report to the board of directars 

Rheumatoid Artists 
Rheumatology Partnership 
(Maatschap Reumatologie) 

A type of illness described in a care path 
Legal entity where rheumatologists are joined 

DEFINITION OF ABBREVIATIONS 
CPL Common Public License 
CRISP- CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining 
DM 
CS-EZIS 

DBC 
DRG 

EPB 
FCI 
ICT 
LTL 
MMC 
MXML 
ODBC 
PA 
ProM 
RRC 
RVE 
XML 

ChipSoft Electronic Care Information System. The information system used by the MMC 
for the care registrations and appointment registrations on the policlinics 
Diagnose Behandeling Combinatie (Diagnosis Treatment Combination) 
Diagnostic Related Groups, DRG's are developed on historie information on clinic 
hospitalization, with a main and a side diagnosis, and treatments. With this system care 
can be standardized by categorizing patients within these diagnosis and treatments. The 
DRG system was originally developed as a management tool to measure hospital 
performance. 
Eerste Polikliniek Bezoek (First Policlinic Visit) 
Financial, Control and Information management 
Information and communication technology 
Linear Temporal Logic 
Maxima Medical Centre 
Mining XML, XML file which contain an event log. 
Open Database Connectivity 
Physician Assistant 
Frameworkof plug-in based collection ofprocess mining tools 
Regional Rheumatism Centre south east Brabant 
Resultaat Verantwoordelijke Eenheid (result responsible unit) 
eXtended Markup Language, a standard file layout to store data. 
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11 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the research area in which this project will take place is discussed. First the problem 
statement is given. Second the subject of the study is presented. Then the research objective and 
research questions are described, foliowed by the research methodology. Finally the project plan is 
described. 

1.1. PROSLEM STATEMENT 
Due to the increasing cost of healthcare, the Dutch government changed the way hospitals get 
rewarded for their services. Since 2005 the hospitals get their income through diagnosis/treatment 
combinations (DBC's, Diagnose Behandeling Combinaties) instead of a lump sum according to 
criteria's like the amount ofbeds, residentsin the service area and estimated amount ofwork. DBC's 
are standardized healthcare products. These healthcare products contain all the steps that need to be 
taken against a certain symptom (e.g. a broken leg). The physician picks the DBC according to his 
analysis on the first policlinic visit (EPB, Eerste Polikliniek Bezoek). Each DBC has a fixed price that 
is either govemment regulated (segment A), or negotiated with the health insurance companies 
(segment B). Because hospitals do not get paid for each action (e.g. an X-ray scan), but only for the 
total package (the DBC) it is in the best interest of the hospital to perform a DBC as efficient as 
possible. 
In order to manage the healthcare process, information on how patients flow through the hospital can 
be useful. The healthcare industry is characterized by the high complexity and flexibility of the 
processes. Process mining is a way to acquire objective process information from event registrations. 
Process mining has proven to be able to provide business process information in service industries 
(van der Aalst, et al. , 2007). There are some exploratory studies on the use of process mining in the 
healthcare (Mans, 2008) but no in-depth studies have been performed. In this master's thesis the 
usability of process mining in the healthcare environment will be researched. This will be done by 
performing a single process mining project on a documented healthcare process. The results of this 
project will be validated with the respective process owners, after which we should be able to 
conclude whether process mining can be used in a healthcare environment. 
To perform a process mining project a framework or methodology can be useful for rnanaging and 
planning of the project. To our knowledge currently there are no frameworks on how to perform a 
process mining project. Therefore the possibility of using an existing project framework will be used 
and verified on its usability within a process mining project. 
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Paragraph 1.2 contains a literature review on 
healthcare processes, process mining, and available frameworks. In paragraph 1.3 the research 
objective is given. Paragraph 1.4 will contain the research methodology and project plan, and finally 
paragraph 1.5 contains the structure fortherest ofthis thesis. 

1.2. LITERATURE 

1.2.1. Healthcare Process 
The healthcare process is characterized by highly complex and extremely flexible patient care 
processes, also called care flows. Moreover, many disciplines are involved for which it is found that 
they are working in isolation and hardly have any idea about what happens within other disciplines 
(Mans, et al., 2008). Another issue is that the processes in healthcare are done by medical 
professionals, who often each have developed their own way in handling patients. Improving 
knowledge on patient flows in hospitals can help to improve efficiency and should have more effect 
than simply adding more resources like physicians and beds (Haraden and Resar, 2004). 

DIAGNOSIS TREATMENTS COMBINATION (DBC) 
As described in the problem statement the Dutch healthcare tumed to DBC's for billing. DBC is based 
on the Diagnostic Related Groups (DRG's) (Bakker and Hofdijk, 2005). DRG's are developed on 
historie information on clinic hospitalization, with a main and a side diagnosis, and treatments. With 
this system care can be standardized by categorizing patients within these diagnosis and treatments. 
The DRG system was originally developed as a management tool to measure hospital performance. 
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The Dutch version of DRG's, the DBC's, are maintained by the organization 'DBC onderhoud' 
(www.dbconderhoud.nl). They describe DBC's as a predefined average care product which a care 
provider selects based on the care demand of the patient. A DBC contains information on the care 
demand, the diagnosis, and the treatment. A DBC contains all activities in treating the patient, from 
the first contact to the last checkup. To determine the standard price for a DBC, the usage of the 
hospita! recourses and workload of a physician are linked to these care activities. The sum of the costs 
forthese activities defines the cost of a DBC. 

1.2.2. Process Mining 
The process mining research domain is relatively young. One of the earliest publications on this 
subject is from the late 1990' s, where Cook and Wolf (1998) distinguish process mining as a form of 
sequence data mining. 
The goal of process mining is to extract information about processes from event logs (van der Aalst, 
et al., 2003). These event logs should record events such that (i) each eventrefers to an activity (i.e. a 
well-defined step in the process), (ii) each eventrefers toa case (i.e. a process instance, or apatientin 
the healthcare domain), (iii) each event can have a performer also referred to as originator (the person 
executing or initiating the activity), and (iv) events have a timestamp and are partially ordered. (van 
der Aalst, et al., 2007) 
Process mining has already been successfully applied in the service industry (van der Aalst, et al., 
2007). These projects were often done in an environment which uses process aware information 
systems or well structured environments. The possibility of using process mining in the healthcare 
domain has been researched by Mans, et al. (2008, 2008a) with exploratory studies. They concluded 
that process mining can be used to provide new insights that facilitate the improverneut of existing 
care flows. 
Process owners' often have limited information on what is actually happening. In practice there is 
often a significant gap between what is prescribed or supposed to happen, and what actually happens 
(Mans et al., 2008). Process mining is used to extract objective information on how processes are 
performed in reality. There are three basic types ofprocess mining (Figure 1): 

• Discovery: There is no a-priori model, i.e. based on an event log some model is constructed. 
U sing a process mining technique a process model can be discovered based on events in the 
log. 

• Conformance: Th ere is an a-priori model. This model is used to check if reality conforms to 
the model. 

• Extension: There is a predefined model. This model is extended with a new aspect or 
perspective. The goal is to enrich the model with the data in the event log. 

Several process mining tools have been developed over the years. Ingvaldsen and Gulla (2006) give 
an overview of the available process mining applications that extract business process models from 
event logs dynamically. These are Enhanced Mining Tool (EMiT) (now part ofthe ProM framework), 
Process Miner and Enterprise Visualization Suite (EVS). Other academie process mining tools are 
Little Thumb, InWoLvE, and MinSoN and commercial tools ARIS PPM, HP BPI, and ILOG Niews 
(Dongen et al., 2005). The most flexible and powerful collection oftools is the ProM framework. This 
combines some of the earlier mentioned tools and supports all three types of process mining. 
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Figure I Three types of process mining: discovery, conformance, and extension 

PROM FRAMEWORK 
The ProM framework is developed by a research group of the Eindhoven University of Technology. 
Dongen et al. (2005) give a detailed description of the ProM framework. The ProM framework was 
developed to bring several ad hoc process mining tools together in one integrated environment. The 
framework is flexible and plug-in based. Several rnining algorithms and analysis plug-ins are 
combined in this framework. 
For process mining, event logs are used as input. Because all systems use different formats to store 
their logs, a standard XML (eXtended Markup Language) format is developed that all algorithms in 
the ProM framework use. To convert a log to the standard XML format MXML (Mining eXtended 
Markup Language) a ProM import framework has been developed (Günther and van der Aalst, 2006). 

The ProM framework supports five kinds of plug-ins (Dongen et al., 2005): 
• Mining plug-ins which implements some rnining algorithm, e.g., rrunmg algorithms that 

construct a Petri net (a way to present a process model) based on some event log. 
• Export plug-ins which implements some "save as" functionality for some objects (such as 

graphs). For example, there are plug-ins to save EPC's, Petri nets (e.g., in PNML format), 
spreadsheets, etc. 

• Import plug-ins which implements an "open" functionality for exported objects, e.g. load 
instance-EPC's from ARIS PPM. 

• Analysis plug-ins which typically implement some property analysis on some rnining result. 
For example, for Petri nets there is a plug-in which constrocts place invariants, transition 
invariants, and a coverability graph. However, there are also analysis plug-ins to compare a 
log and a model (i.e., conformanee testing) or a log and an LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) 
formula. 

• Conversion plug-ins which implements conversions between different formats, e.g., from 
EPC's to Petri nets. 

Because of the plug-in structure of the framework, there are multiple algorithms that can be used to 
extract process information from a process log. Mining algorithms for extracting the control flow: 

• beuristics miner: Weijters and van der Aalst (2003) 
• Fuzzy Miner: Günther and van der Aalst (2007) 

Mining Organizational-Related Information about a Process 
• Social Network Miner: van der Aalst (2005) 
• Organizational Miner: Alves de Medeiros and Weijters (2008) 
• Role Hierarchy Miner1 

• Staff Assignment Miner 

1 http://gal717.tm.tue.nl/user/pvdbrand/role hierarchy miner.html (Accessed on 30 July 2008) 
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Checking conformanee of the mined process with a predefined model 
• Conformanee Checker: van der Aalst et al. (2005b) 
• LTL Checker: van der Aalst et al. (2005a)2 

Mining performance related information about a process 
• Basic Log Statistics plug-in3 

• Basic Performance Analysis4 

• Performance Analysis with Petri net5 

• Dotted Chart Analysis6 

1.2.3. Project Framework 
In process mining literature there are no descriptions on how event logs are acquired. They are usually 
assuming the data is there or just delivered by the company. The analysis is then based on the 
delivered log. There is no frameworkon how to performa process mining project. A frameworkon 
process mining could help the decision makers to better understand the process mining project, and 
use it as a roadmap for planning and executing a process mining project. This can lead to better 
acceptance in the industry. A framework also improves the repeatability of a project, which leads to 
higher reliability. 
To our knowledge there are no known frameworks on how to perform a process mining project. 
Process mining can he seen as a specific type of data mining. Like data mining, process mining is a 
metbod to extract knowledge from data registrations. Unlike for process mining projects, there are 
frameworks on how to perform a data mining project. Cios et al. (2007) have compared several of 
these data mining frameworks. The steps performed in each of these frameworks are very similar. 
Amongst these frameworks is the CRISP-DM (CRoss-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) 
framework. This framework is chosen because it is the industry leading framework to perform a data 
mining project (Cios et al., 2007). The CRISP-DM methodology consists of six phases: business 
understanding; data understanding; data preparation; modeling; evaluate; and deployment. Figure 2 
shows the phases of the CRISP-DM methodology. The sequence of the phases is not rigid. Moving 
back and forth between different phases is always required. It depends on the outcome of each phase 
which phase or which particular task of a phase, bas to he performed next. The arrows indicate the 
most important and frequent dependencies between phases. The outer circle in Figure 2 symbolizes 
the cyclical nature of data mining itself. Data mining is not over once a solution is deployed. The 
lessoos leamed during the process and from the deployed solution can trigger new, often more 
focused business questions. Subsequent data mining processes will benefit from the experiences of 
previous ones. (Chapman et al., 2000) Each of these phases will he discussed in more detail in the 
research methodology description in section 1.4. 

2 http://ga1717.tm.tue.nl/user/pvdbrand/ltlchecker/index.htm (Accessed on 7 October 2008) 
3 http://tabu.tm.tue.nl/wiki/logstatistics (Accessed on 30 July 2008) 
4 http://prom.win.tue.nl/research/wiki/basicperformanceanalysis (Accessed on 17 November 2008) 
5 http://ProM.win.tue.nl/research/wiki/performanceanalysiswithpetrinet (Accessed on 7 October 2008) 
6 http://tabu.tm.tue.nl/wiki/dottedchartanalysis?s=dotted%20chart%20analysis (Accessed on 30 July 2008) 
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Figure 2 The CRISP-DM process model (www.crisp-dm.org) 

1.3. RESEARCH 0BJECTIVE 
The above sketched problern has led to the following research objectives: 
Research the applicability of process mining on acquiring objective process information in the 
healthcare domain. 
Research the suitability ofthe CRISP-DM data miningframework on a process mining project. 

1.3.1. Research Question 
The following research questions follow frorn the above described research objectives. 
Are the current process mining tools suitable for obtaining objective process data to support 
healthcare process management? 
To which extend can the CRISP-DM methodology be applied on a process mining project for the 
support of healthcare process management, and what changes are needed? 

1.4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT PLAN 
This rnaster thesis project will have a duration of five rnonths. The first research question will be 
answered by evaluating the process rnining results. The evaluation of the process rnining results will 
be done by evaluating the technica! results (i.e. do the process rnining results represent the data 
correctly), and by validating the results with the process owners (i.e. do the process rnining results 
represent the reality correctly). The second research question will be answered by evaluating each 
phase of the CRISP-DM rnethodology after they are performed. Differences between process rnining 
and data rnining will be noted. 
In order to answer the first research question, process rnining results are needed. To answer the 
second research question, the CRISP-DM rnethodology has to be performed in a process rnining 
project. This process rnining project performed with the CRISP-DM rnethodology will contain 
process rnining results, which will be evaluated to answer the first research question. These project 
requirernent leads to the project plan surnrnary described in Figure 3. 

Execute the CRISP-DM Methodology 
Introduetion Evaluate the CRISP-DM Methodology Conclusion 

I Evaluate Process Mining results 
Figure 3 Summary project plan 
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The CRISP-DM methodology consists of six phases: business understanding; data understanding; data 
preparation; modeling; evaluation; and deployment. To apply the described methodology, a casestudy 
will be performed at the rheumatology department of the Máxima Medical Centre. The rheumatology 
department was selected because they are amongst the few departments which have mapped their 
processes in care paths, which can be used to verify the process mining findings. These care paths will 
be described in more extent in section 2.1.2. The elient for this case study is the Finance Control and 
Information management manager. The remaioder of this section will give a brief overview of the 
CRISP-DM methodology. A more detailed description of this methodology can be found in appendix 
1.1. 

1.4.1. Business understanding 
The first phase in the CRISP-DM methodology is the business understanding. This phase consists of 
four steps: determine business objectives; assess situation; determine data mining goals; and produce 
project plan. Figure 4 displays an overview of these steps and their deliverables. 
The first step in the business understanding phase is the determination of the business objectives. In 
this step a thorough understanding will be gained of the objectives from a business perspective. The 
first step contains three deliverables. These are: background; business objectives; and business 
success criteria. 
The second step in the business understanding phase is assessing the situation. In this step the 
resources, constraints, and assumptions that apply to this project will be described. The second step 
contains five deliverables. These are inventory of resources; requirements, assumptions and 
constraints; risks and contingencies; terminology; and cost and benefits. 
The third step in the business understanding phase is determining data mining goals. In this step the 
business goals will be translated into data mining, or in this case process mining goals. This step 
contains two deliverables: data mining goals, and data mining success criteria. 
The final step in the business understanding phase is the project plan. Here the planning is done on 
how the business goals can be achieved. The fmal step is divided into two deliverables. These 
deliverables are: the project plan, and the initia! assessment oftools and techniques 

I Business 
Data I I I I Understanding Understanding Data Preparation Modeling Evaluate Deployment 

I 
Determine Background Business Business 
Business ~ - Objectives 1- Success 

Objectives Criteria 

I 
Assess lnventory of Requirements Risks and Terminology Costand 

Situation 1-- Resources - Assumptions & ~ Contingencies 1- - Benefits 
Constraints 

I -
Determine Data Mining Data Mining 

Data Mining - Goals - Success 
Goals Criteria 

I 
Produce Project Plan Initia I Assessment 

Project Plan ~ - oftools and 
Techniques_ 

- Figure 4 Business Voderstanding 

1.4.2. Data understanding 
The second phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the data understanding. This phase consists of 
four steps: collect initial data; describe data; explore data; and verify data quality. Figure 5 displays an 
overview of these steps and their deliverables. The data understanding phase will be done on all data 
sourees found in the resources part of the business understanding phase. For each step in the data 
understanding phase there is one deliverable. 
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The first step in the data understanding phase is the collection of initial data. This part will describe 
how the data is acquired from the data sourees described in the business understanding and what 
selection criteria were used. · 
The second step in the data understanding phase is the description of data. Here the initial data 
acquired in the previous step will be described. 
The third step in the data understanding phase is the exploration of data. In this step the data will be 
explored. Key information on the data will be discovered. 
The final step in the data understanding phase is the verification of the data quality. In this step the 
data will be checked on com leteness and errors, and how to co e with them. 

Business 
Understanding 

Collect 

1.4.3. Data preparation 

Data Preparation Modeling Evaluate Deployment 

Figure 5 Data Voderstanding 

The third phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the data preparation. This phase consists of five 
steps: select data; clean data; construct data; integrate data; and format data. Figure 6 displays an 
overview of these steps and their deliverables. The data set (log file) and data set descriptions are the 
outputs of this phase used by the modeling phase. 
The first step in the data preparation phase is the selection of data. Here the decision bas to be made 
on which data will be used and why this data is selected. 
The second step in the data preparation phase is the cleaning of data. To raise the quality of the data, 
missing values can be estimated, or inserted from other sources. 
The third step in the data preparation phase is the construction of data. This part will describe the 
combination of data attributes and the creation of new records as needed. Therefore there are two 
deliverables for this step: the derived attributes and the generated records. 
The fourth step in the data preparation phase is the inlegration of data. If data is extracted from 
multiple tables they need to be merged. In this step the data acquired from multiple tables will be 
merged. The deliverable will be the merged data. 
The last step in the data preparation phase is the formatting of data. In this step the data will be 
reformatted to suit the needs for the modeling tooi. 
Although this phase consists offive steps, these steps do nothave to be done sequentially. 
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1.4.4. Modeling (Process Mining) 

Modeling Evaluate Deployment 

Figure 6 Data Preparation 

The fourth phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the modeling. This phase consist of four steps: 
select modeling technique; generate test design; build model; and assess model. Figure 7 displays an 
overview of these steps and their deliverables. 
The first step in the modeling phase is the selection of a modeling technique. For each specific goal a 
modeling technique can be chosen. The deliverables for this step are the description and settings for 
the modeling technique; and the modeling assumptions for this technique. 
The second step in the modeling phase is the generation of the test design. Here a description on how 
the model is build, tested and evaluated will be given. 
The third step in the modeling phase is the building of the model. In this step the actual model is build 
using the modeling tool. This is the step in which the process rnining takes place. The deliverables for 
this steps are the parameter settings, which list the parameters chosen for the modeling tooi; the 
models, which are the actual models resulting from the modeling tool; and the model descriptions, 
which describes and interprets the model. 
The final step in the modeling phase is the assessment of the model. In this step the model will be 
assessed from a technica! point of view. Is the model result technically correct according to the used 
data? The deliverable for this part is the model assessment, and the revised parameter settings to 
im rove the model. 

Business 
Understanding 

Data 
Understanding 
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1.4.5. Evaluate 
The fifth phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the evaluation. This phase consists of three steps: 
evaluate results, review process, and determine next steps. Figure 8 displays an overview of these 
steps and their deliverables. 
The first step in the evaluation phase is evaluating the results. In this step the models will be evaluated 
on the business objectives. The extracted models will be discussed with the domain experts. The 
deliverables for this step are the assessment of data mining results, and the approved models. 
The second step in the evaluation phase is reviewing the process. In this step the project will be 
reviewed and possible rnissed steps will be discussed. 
The final step of the evaluation phase is determining the next steps. In this step the possible actions 
that can be taken after this project will be determined. 

Business 
Understanding 

Data 
Understanding Data Preparation 

1.4.6. Deployment 

Modeling Evaluate Deployment 

Figure 8 Evaluate 

The final phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the deployment. This phase consist of four steps: 
Plan deployment; plan monitoring and maintenance; produce final report; and review project. 
The first step in the deptoyment phase is to plan the deployment. In this step a plan is made to deploy 
the data rnining results into the business. 
The second step in the deptoyment phase is to plan monitoring and maintenance. In this step a plan is 
made to monitor and rnaintaio the data mining results, to make sure the models stay correct and up to 
date. 
The third step in the deptoyment phase is producing the final report. In this step the fmal report will 
be written. This step will also contain the final presentation. 
The final step of the deptoyment phase is reviewing the project. In this step a reflection is made on 
what went right and what could be improved. 

Business 
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Plan 
Deployment 

Plan Monitoring 
and Maintenance 

Data 
Understanding Data Preparation Modeling Evaluate 

Figure 9 Deployment 
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1.5. DOCUMENT STRUCTURE 
The remainder of this report will follow the deliverables of the CRISP-DM methodology. Because of 
the iterative nature of the project, not all steps are performed in the order of this document. The report 
is structured on the phases of the CRISP-DM methodology. Chapter 2 will describe the business 
understanding part of the methodology. Next in chapter 3 the data understanding part will be 
described. Chapter 4 will describe the data preparation phase. 
As it was found difficult to use the CRISP-DM description for the modeling phase, this phase is 
described in chapters 5 and 6, where in chapter 5 the process mining tools are evaluated on their 
technica! usability, and in chapter 6 the process mining results are evaluated. 
Finally chapter 7 will describe the evaluation and conclusions for this project. The deptoyment phase 
of the methodology will not be described in a separate chapter. The project review will be described 
in the evaluation chapter. 
Summarizing, Chapter 2 and 6 are described from a business point of view, while chapter 3, 4, 5, and 
describe what technica! steps were needed to provide the results. 
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/2 BUSINESS UNOERSTANDING 

This chapter is the result ofthe first phase in the CRISP-DM methodology. This bas been executed as 
described in the methodology section 1.4.1. The objective of the business understanding phase is to 
thoroughly understand, from a business perspective, of what the elient really wants to accomplish. 
The goal is to uncover important factors at the beginning of the project that can influence the final 
outcome. First background information on the Máxima Medical Centre (MMC), the Regional 
Rheumatism Centre south east Brabant (RRC), and the key persons involved in this project will be 
listed. Second, the business objective and problem situation of the MMC and the RRC will be 
described. Third, the resources needed for this project will be described. Fourth, the requirements, 
assumptions and constraints are described. Fifth the risks and contingencies are listed. Sixth the 
process mining goals and success criteria are stated. Finally the initial assessment of tools and 
techniques are given. 
At the end of this chapter, an evaluation is given on how well the business understanding phase of the 
CRISP-DM framework fits a process mining project. 

2.1. BACKGROUND 
The first part of the business understanding phase is gatbering background in formation that is known 
about the organization's business situation at the start of the project. First information about the 
Máxima Medical Centre (MMC) is given in terms of mission and organization. Second, information 
on the elient and the Finance, Control, and Information management department is given. Third, 
information on the Regional Rheumatism Centre (RRC) is given. This contains general infoimation 
on the RRC, the organization of the RRC, and why the medical condition rheumatoid arthritis is 
chosen to perform process mining. Finally the key persons of the MMC involved in this project will 
be listed. 

2.1.1. Máxima Medical Centre 
First the Máxima Medical Centre as described in their mission statement. 

MISSION 
Máxima Medical Centre is the result of a merger between two hospitals; the Diaconessen Hospital 
Eindhoven and Saint Joseph's Hospital Veldhoven. Máxima Medical Centre is a general training 
college hospital and an innovating and enterprising hospital with top clinical functions. The hospita! 
bas a teaching qualification for twelve (clinical) specialists, and is known for its high standards in 
patient care and specialist experts. Máxima Medical Centre bas a site in Eindhoven and a site in 
Veldhoven. 
The hospital focuses all its attention on the patient: the various professionalisms are integrated and the 
functions coordinated. This requires a high degree of functional patients' logistics. 
A hospital is a professional organization, which means an organization based on expertise implying 
the safeguarding and promotion of knowledge and skill. Quality improverneut is considered of 
paramount importance in Máxima Medical Centre. A personal approach to the patient guarantees 
personal care and treatment. 
The site in Veldhoven bas some specialist units, for example: high care for new-born children, 
obstetrie high care and renal dialysis. 
Both sites of the hospital have a patients' information department A clear example of extra service 
tailored to the patient and the visitor of the hospital. Voluntary work in the field of patients' transport 
or being a hostess also contributes to extra service. 

ÜRGANIZATION 
The MMC organization is designed with the patient in the centre. Each medial specialty is a care 
group organized in an independent result responsible unit (RVE, resultaat verantwoordelijke eenheid). 
Each care group is led by a medical specialist and supported by a professional business manager. The 
organization is characterized as a flat structure with two echelons and a supportive role of the sector 
management. Figure 10 shows the organization chart of the MMC. 
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Figure 10 Organization chart Máxima Medica( Centre 

2.1.2. Finance Control and lnformation management (FCI) 
The elient of this project is the director of the FCI department The FCI department is responsible for 
the financial adrninistration, the control and impravement of the business processes, the registration of 
care, and the information management. Figure 11 depiets the organization chart for the FCI 
department As the FCI department is responsible for supplying management information and 
improving business process efficiency they are interested in what process mining can offer. 
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2.1.3. Regional Rheumatism Centre South East Brabant (RRC) 
One ofthe care groups I RVE's is the Regional Rheurnatism Centre South East Brabant (RRC). This 
case study on process mining will be performed on the processes of RRC. The RRC is ebasen for this 
case study because they are the furthest in developing process descriptions for their diagnosis and 
treatment process. 

ÜRGANIZATION 
The RRC is led by Richard Verheesen, a rheumatologist, and supported by Harrie Wilms I Edith van 
Mierlo, a professional business manager. The RVE reports directly to the board of directors, while the 
business manager reports to the administration management (Figure 1 0). The rheumatologists are 
united in the independent rheumatology partnership. They are nat employed by the hospita}, but work 
as an extemal entity for the hospital. The physician assistants and the nurses are functionally led by 
the rheurnatologists of the rheumatology partnership. The policlinic principal is responsible for the 
nurses and physician assistants. The policlinic assistants and administrative persounel are also 
managed by the policlinic principal Petra Corbijn. Figure 12 shows the organization chart ofthe RRC. 
Because the physicians essentially workin an extemal entity, the hospital cannot force the physicians 
to work in a certain way, but have to convince the physicians that working in a certain way will 
imprave their efficiency. 
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Figure 12 Organization chart Regionat Rheumatism Centre 

RHEUMATOID ÄRTHRITIS 
The diagnosis that will be used for this case study is rheumatoid arthritis (RA). This illness is the 
largest group of patients in the RRC. Rheumatoid arthritis also contains all possible process steps for 
rheumatism patients. To give an idea on what RA is, bere follows a brief description: 
Rheurnatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, systemic autoimmune disorder that causes the immune system 
to attack the joints, causing inflammation (arthritis), and some organs, such as the lungs and skin. It 
can be a disabling and painful condition, which can lead to substantial loss of functioning mobility 
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due to pain and joint destruction. lt is diagnosed with blood tests ( especially a test called rheumatoid 
factor) and X-rays. Diagnosis and long-term management are typically performed by a 
rheumatologist, an expert in the diseases of joints and connective tissues. 
Various treatments are available. Non-pharmacological treatment includes physical therapy and 
occupational therapy. Analgesia (painkillers) and anti-inflammatory drugs, as well as steroids, are 
used to suppress the symptoms, while disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) are often 
required to reverse the disease process and prevent long-term damage. Classic DMARDs are 
methotrexate and sulfasalazine, but also the newer group of biologics which includes highly-effective 
agents such as infliximab (Remicade), etanercept (Enbrel), adalimumab (Humira), abatacept (Orencia) 
and rituximab (Rituxan/Mabthera). 7 

CARE PATHS 
To improve the efficiency of their care processes, the RRC started to map their processes in care 
paths. The rheumatologists have developed these care paths in a workgroup. These care paths describe 
the ideal path of a pa ti ent trough the hospital with a certain medical condition. 
The following care paths have been developed for patients diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 
by the RRC. The care paths for RA can be divided into paths followed by new patients and paths 
followed by chronic patients. Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15 show the care path for new patients. 
Figure 16 shows the care path for chronic patients. The reetangles describe the events; the rounded 
reetangles describe the transition into another care process; and the arrows describe the flow between 
the events. 
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Figure 13 Care path: planning new rheumatoid arthritis patient 

Figure 13 show that a patient first comes for the intake. This should take 5 minutes. After the intake, 
the patient goes to the laboratory for a blood test. This should be within two days. 5 days after the 
intake the patient can comeback to the policlinic where a questionnaire has to be filled out. Now the 
patient will visit the physician. In this first polyclinic visit 10 percent of the patients will have a 
puncture with a 5 minutes review. The patient can now be classified to be a RA patient or it can be 
decided that the patient has to follow another care path. The other care paths are depicted as rounded 
rectangles. The patient changes into a chronic patient when the diagnosis of RA is confirmed. 20 
percent of the patients will need a day treatment. After the first policlinic visit and the patient has not 
changed to another care path, the patient has to go to radiology to take pictures. The first repeat visit 
will take place 2 weeks after the intake. Parallel to this process, an appointment will be made with the 
rheum councilor. 

7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki!Rheumatoid arthritis 
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Figure 14 shows the continuation of the care path foliowed by a new patient, which follows the care 
path of Figure 13. This diagram shows that a patient continues with lab tests foliowed by repeat 
policlinic visits 6 times a year, which is very similar to the chronic care path (Figure 16). 
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Figure 15 Care path: planning new rheumatoid arthritis patient continued 

Figure 15 finally shows the process of telephone consults after laboratory tests. These telephone 
consults should occur about 10% of the time. These happen during the process of Figure 14, and 
describe the lab tests which do not result in policlinic visits. First half year lab tests are taken twice a 
month, while after 6 months lab tests are taken once a month. 
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Figure 16 shows the description ofthe care path for chronic patients. The lab tests are planned before 
a visit to the policlinic. The patient visits the physician assistant after the lab test. The fourth time the 
patient will visit the physician for a repeat visit. A:fter visiting the physician 50 percent of the patients 
will have to take medical images at the radiology department 5 percent of the patients receive a day 
treatment. This is a separate DBC. As there is no known cure for this chronic disease, the chronic care 
path will repeat indefinitely. 

2.1.4. Key Persons and Departments 
The following key persons and departments in the MMC will be involved in the project. 
Finance, Control and Information management (FCI) 

• Jan van Osch, Manager Finance, Control and Information management (the client) 
• Bob Dekker, supervisor Management Information 
• Jerry Steenkamp, Care registration (supplying care registration data) 

Domain experts Rheumatology (RRC): 
• Richard Verheesen, Rheumatologist, chief care group Rheumatology (process owner) 
• Petra Corbijn, Policlinic Principal 
• Edith van Mierlo I Harry Wilms Business Manager rheumatology 

Medica! and Information Technology (MIT) 
• Paul Rieter, MIT Principal 
• Martijn Schasfoort, Applications and Projects 
• Heirnut Grams, Information Systems 

2.2. BUSINESS 0BJECTIVE AND SUCCESS CRITERIA 
To support the business objectives described in the mission statement of the MMC, business 
objectives were made for this project. To acquire the business objective for this project, several people 
involved in the care process were interviewed. First the elient gave a description of the situation and 
objective. Second the process owners were interviewed. The chief physician of the care group 
rheumatology stated his goals, and finally the policlinic principal of the care group rheumatology 
stated her goals. 
This approach has led to the following goals. The elient wants information on the processes in the 
hospita!. This information is needed to have a better control over the processes. Therefore he wants to 
know what information can be extracted from the existing data registrations within the hospita! with 
the use of process mining techniques. 
The head physician wants to know per diagnosis for each treating physician how many repeat visits 
are done by the physician and how many are done by the physician assistant. He also wants to know 
which lab tests and medica! images are requested by the physicians on each diagnosis. The guidelines 
for these process steps can be found in the care path models described in the background information 
(paragraph 2.1.2). The current approach to acquire this information is unstructured ad-hoc based. 
As described above, the dient's goal of this project is to get an insight on what information can be 
acquired with process mining. Therefore the success criteria for this project in business terms is that 
the knowledge is acquired on which information can be acquired with process mining, and how this 
knowledge can be acquired. 

2.3. RESOURCES 
This section will describe the resources available to this project to achieve the business objective. 

2.3.1. Data Sourees 
By inquiring in the organization the following two data sourees have been discovered. These are the 
care registration data, and the CS-EZIS (ChipSoft Electronic Care Information System) database. 
Data is registered at the care registration to validate the DBC that the physician has selected for the 
patient. The care registration creates reports for management purposes. The data provided by the care 
registration will be in the Microsoft Excel format. 
The second data souree is the CS-EZIS database. CS-EZIS is the information system used by the 
MMC to register DBC's, keep appointments at the (poli)clinics, and collecting data created in other 
healthcare information systems. The IT department controls the database behind the CS-EZIS 
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information systern. This database can be used to extract deeper bidden data kept by CS-EZIS. The 
database server used by CS-EZIS is Microsoft SQL Server 2005. The data understanding chapter will 
give an in-depth description of these two data sources, and their usability for this process rnining 
project. 

2.3.2. Hardware and Software 
The software that will be used for process rnining is as described earlier the ProM frarnework version 
5.0. The hardware needed is a computer to run ProM. ProM requires an instaBation of the Java 
Runtime Environment version 1.5/5.0 or higher. ProM is developed for research purposes and is 
therefore free to use. To convert data to files compatible with the ProM frarnework, the ProMimport 
frarnework 4.0 will be used. The systern requirernents for ProMimport are the sarne as for ProM. 
There is no docurnentation on the database structure of CS-EZIS available. Therefore to find the 
tables where required data can be found, a local copy of CS-EZIS with a copy of the production 
database is used. 

2.3.3. Personnel Sourees 
People that are useful to ex ecu te this project are the dornain experts of the rheurnatology department 
They can confirm the rnined results and set further rnining goals. Next to the dornain experts, the 
people frorn the care adrninistration can provide data needed for process rnining. The IT department 
can help in providing a local copy of the CS-EZIS systern and the database systern for finding the 
right tables. The persons involved in these departrnents have been described in the section 2.1.4. 

2.4. REQUIREMENTS, ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS 
This part will describe the data requirernents, the assurnptions made and the risks and constraints for 
this project. 

2.4.1. Required Data 
ProM uses the MXML (Mining eXtended Markup Language) format as input (Dongen and van der 
Aalst, 2005). The MXML file format stores structured data in plain text. The data is structured 
hierarchically. The highest level is the workflow log, which can contain information on the souree of 
the log. The workflow log contains the next level: the process. The process contains process instances 
which in the case of healthcare can be patients. These process instances contain audit trail entries. 
These are the events for the process instances. These audit trail entries contain an event description, 
event type, tirnestamp and can contain an originator. The originator is the performer of the event. 
Each of these levels can contain optional data attributes. To convert data, the ProMimport tooi can be 
used (Günter and van der Aalst, 2006). ProMimport contains plug-ins to convert data frorn several 
sourees to MXML. None of these plug-inscan convert Microsoft Excel files or Microsoft SQL Server 
2005 data into the MXML format. Therefore the general purpose plug-in will be used. This plug-in 
can convert a Microsoft Access database to the MXML format. How this plug-in is used can be found 
in appendix 1.4. 

2.4.2. Assumptions 
The following assurnptions have been made: The required data is allowed to use. The data is assurned 
to be accurate enough to apply process mining algorithms on. 

2.5. RISKS AND CONTINGENCIES 
The risks for this project are that the data required to do process rnining could be unavailable, or 
insuftkient In the case the data is unavailable, only recommendations can be made on which data 
should be collected to performa process rnining project in the future, while if the data is insufficient, 
it can still be used in sorne extend. This will be used and the lirnitations provided by the data will be 
reported. The use of the process rnining tools with the lirnited data could assess the tools on how the 
will cope with the lirnitations in the data. 

2.6. PROCESS MINING GOALS 
To achieve the business objectives described in section 2.2, process rnining goals are made. The first 
business objective was what information can be extracted frorn the existing data registrations within 
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the hospita} with the use of process mining techniques. As no specitïc process information was 
requested, the process mining goals are stated based on the technica! possibilities of the process 
mining tools. Next to the technica! possibilities, only objectives were made to extract information 
which cannot be extracted with the current implemented data rnining tools. As the business objective 
is to find out what information can be extracted, the focus will be on the process discovery. To make 
sure the discovered models are correct the conformanee will also be checked. 
The first process mining objective will be to research the possibilities discovering the care flow of the 
rheumatoid arthritis patients. To achieve this objective the following questions will be solved. 

• What paths can be found and how many patients take these paths? 
• What is the main path that patients follow? 
• Are there causal relations between events in the process? 

The second process mining objective will be to check if the process model discovered in the first 
objective corresponds to the predefined care paths and to reality. To achieve this objective the 
following question will be solved. 

• Do the events occur as described in the care paths? 
• Are the flow times in reality the same as in the care paths? 

The third process mining objective will be to examine the possibilities of performance analysis with 
process mining. Figure 17 shows the performance measures of a patient. A typical event from the 
patients' perspective starts with the access time. When the GP referrers a patient to a medica! 
specialist, it usually takes some time before the specialist is available. This is called the access time. 
The access time to healthcare is the time between the application for an appointment with the medica! 
specialist and the appointment itself. Next is the waiting time in the waiting room, then the service 
time at the physician, and finally the adrninistrative handling after the visit. The possibility for the 
access time, waiting time and service time will be researched. The throughput time of a DBC can 
already be measured and therefore will not be researched. Next to these operational performance 
measures, there are also norms on the maximum acceptable access time to care. These are 4 weeks for 
accessing the policlinic, 4 weeks for a diagnosis, 6 weeks for a treatment with a single day of 
hospitalization, and 7 weeks for a treatment with more than one day of hospitalization. These are the 
so called "Treeknormen". (Treekoverleg, 2000) 
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Figure 17 Time performance measures 

The second business objective came from the process owners at the rheumatology department They 
wanted to know per diagnosis for each treating physician how many repeat visits are done by the 
physician and how many are done by the physician assistant. He also wants to know which lab tests 
and medica! images are requested by the physicians on each diagnosis. As these questions can be 
answered with the existing data rnining tools, these will not be answered in this project. 

2.7. INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 
The used tool to perform this process rnining project is the ProM framework. This tooi is a framework 
that contains many log filtering, process mining, and analysis plug-ins. Each mining purpose bas its 
own plug-ins. Section 1.2.2 describes this tooi and its plug-ins. 
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2.8. CONCLUSION AND CRISP-DM EVALUATION 
In this chapter the business understanding phase of the CRISP-DM method is applied on the process 
mining project. The guideline for the business understanding phase of the CRISP-DM framework can 
well be applied to this process mining project. 
The first deliverable in CRISP-DM was the background. A basic overview on the Máxima Medical 
Centre, rheumatoid arthritis, and the relevant persons and departments in context of the project were 
described. The second deliverable was the description of the business objectives and success criteria. 
The business goal is to get an insight on what information can be acquired with process rnining. The 
third deliverable was the inventory of resources in data sources, hardware and software, and personnel 
sources. The data sourees found were the care registration and the CS-EZIS database. The software 
that will be used is the ProM framework. The software and hardware requirements for this framework 
have been described. The personnel involved in the project were already described in the background 
section. A description for the persons was made on where these persons may be needed. The fourth 
deliverable was the requirements, assumptions and constraints. Here the requirements for the data, in 
the MXML format, needed by the software were described. The assumptions made for this project 
was that the data was available and allowed to use. The fifth deliverable was the risks and 
contingencies. The risk for this project is that the needed data is unavailable or insufficient. The 
contingency for the risk ofunavailable data is that recommendations can be made on what data should 
be acquired to perform process mining. When the data is insufficient the process mining tools will still 
be used to check the possibilities of these tools to cope with these limitations. The sixth and seventh 
deliverable are the cost and benefit analysis and the terminology. The cost and benefit has not been 
done because this process mining project is part of a research project, as described in the 
methodology. The terminology list has been made and put in front of this document. The seventh 
deliverable was the process mining goals. 
The following process mining goals were made: (1) the first process mining objective will be to 
research the possibilities discovering the care flow ofthe rheumatoid arthritis patients. To achieve this 
objective the following questions will be solved. (2) The second process mining objective will be to 
check if the process model discovered in the first objective corresponds to the predefined care paths 
and to reality. To achieve this objective the following question will be solved. (3) The third process 
mining objective will be to examine the possibilities of performance analysis with process mining. 
The eighth deliverable is the project plan. As this project is part of a research project the project plan 
has already been made in the previous chapter. The final deliverable is the initia! assessment of tools 
and techniques. The tools that will be used are already discussed in the literature review. Therefore 
only a reference to that section was made in this chapter. 
Reviewing the business understanding phase ofthe CRISP-DM methodology, it can be concluded that 
it is very useful for a process mining project. Apart from some minor differences which were not 
caused by the difference between process mining and data mining, but rather by the difference 
between a commercial project and a research project, this phase ofthe CRISP-DM methodology could 
be applied. Some of the deliverables have been renamed from data mining to process mining to 
emphasize the focus on process mining. 
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3 DATA UNOERSTANDING 

This chapter is the result ofthe secoud phase ofthe CRISP-DM methodology. This has been executed 
as described in the methodology section 1.4.2. The objective of the data understanding phase is to 
discover which data is available, to get familiar with this data, to examine the quality of the data, and 
detect interesting subsets in the data. 
As described in section 2.3.1 there are two data sources, the care registration data and the CS-EZIS 
database. These two data sourees will he examined in this chapter. The data which will he searched 
for have to support solving the process mining objectives described in section 2.6. The first two goals 
require data which describe events on process level, while the last goal requires timed data on event 
level. 
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First the care registration data will he described 
foliowed by the data from CS-EZIS. Both datasets will he described with the methodology as 
presented in section 1.4.2. At the end of this chapter, an evaluation is given on how well the data 
understanding phase ofthe CRISP-DM framework fits this process mining project, and the condusion 
on the data understanding phase will he descried. 

3.1. CARE REGISTRATION 

3.1.1. Collect lnitial Data 
The first data that was acquired was from the care administration. Hospitals are required to register 
diagnosis and treatments for billing purposes. All the medical procedures are registered to validate if 
the selected DBC is the correct DBC. Only validated DBC's will he sent to the insurance companies 
for billing. So the primary purpose ofthis data is the validation ofthe DBC's and billing. 
The care registration data is acquired from the care registration department and is delivered in the 
Microsoft Excel format. The provided data contains all records which have the DBC specialization 
REU (Rheumatism); diagnosis code 101 (Rheumatoid Arthritis); Date ofDBC opening was after 1-1-
2007 and were closed before 26-6-2008. Only data from 2007 and further are used, because the care 
paths were deve1oped in 2007. As the next section describes, this returns around little less than 50 000 
records. Excel has a limitation of 65 536 records. taking more years would make the exploration of 
the data more difficult. Therefore it is decided that the chosen period yields enough data. 

3.1.2. Data Description 
This section will describe the data received from the care registration. The Excel file received from 
the care registration contains 26 data fields and 49 829 records. Table 1 describes this file with the 
label of each column, the format of the data in that column and a description of the data in that 
column. A ofthe data can he found in · 1.2. 

ZorgtypeCodeLandelijk 

"15 to 29 years" 
"30 to 44 years" 
"45 to 64 years" 
"65 to 74 years" 
"75 and older" 
Numeric 2 digits Type of care (Code) 
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11 (Regular Care) 
12 (Emergency Care) 
21 . . 

number, unique ID for a certain patient with a certain 
· and treatment combination 



dbcbegindaturn Date Date of creating the DBC for the patient 
dbceinddaturn Date Date of closing the DBC for the _p_atient 
Dbcstatus "Gefactureerd" Record status (Billed or Closed) 

"Gesloten" 
verrichtingdatum Date Date of execution task 
Deelcode Numeric 6 digits Taskievent code 

or Text 
Decloms Text Taskievent description 
DECspecialisme Text Medica! specialization where the DBC belongs to (REU_l 
ArtsType Text Type of physician 
Artsgroep Unknown Physician group (was provided empty) 
uitvoerendmaatschap Text Executing medica! group 
uitvoerends~>_ecialisme Text Executing medica! specialization 
Specialismeomschrijving Text Description of execution medica! specialization 
uitvoerdercode Numeric 5 digits Executing personnel code 
PonsNaam Text Abbreviated Physician Name 
aanvragendmaatschap Text Requesting medica! group 
aanvragendSI>_ecialisme Text Requesting medica! specialization 
aanvrcalendarrtscode Nurneric 5-6 digits Requesting Physician Code 

Table 1 Care registration data, the data format, and a description 

3.1.3. Data Exploration 
In this section a deeper exploration is done on the data. Here options for grouping data will be 
discovered. Relations with other tables will not be examined because the care registration data was 
delivered as one table. This grouping will be used in the modeling phase in chapter 5 as at the 
modeling phase it was found that the high amount of varianee in the log caused incomprehensible 
models. To lower the amount of variation, the DBC's can be grouped on diagnosis or treatments 
characteristics. 
The characteristics for the diagnosis and treatment are the type of care, the diagnosis, the treatment, 
the DBC start date, the DBC end date, and the medical specialization of the DBC. Table 2 shows the 
number of patients categorized on the diagnosis and treatment characteristics. As the selection of this 
data was done on patients of the medical specialization rheumatology, diagnosis rheumatoid arthritis, 
and opened from 1-1-2007, these values are the same for all patients, and therefore not described in 
Table 2. The diagnosis and treatment codes for the DBC's are national codes. A recent list of these 
codes for rheumatology can be found in appendix 1.3. More information on the DBC codes and their 
descriptions can be found at www.dbconderhoud.nl. These data groupings will be used to lower the 
varianee in the data, for better understandable models in the modeling phase. 

Can• t~ pt' Trt'almrnt Code #Patients 
11 (Regular Care) 
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Table 2 Patients grouped by care type and treatment code 

3.1.4. Data Quality 
As the primary purpose of the DBC registration is for validation and billing, there are some 
shortcomings to use this souree for process mining. 
First the registration of when the events occur is on date level only. Th ere are no time registrations on 
the events. In the case that multiple events happen on the same day, no distinct order in which these 
events took place can be found. This can lead to misinterpretation by the process mining algorithms, 
as process mining algorithms require a partial distinct order in which events take place. For example if 
a patient visits the physician on the policlinic and then goes to the radiology department to take an X
ray picture, the data does not show which of the two events happened first, the policlinic visit or the 
X-ray. Because there are no time registrations in this data, the performance analysis questions in 
section 2.6 can also not be answered with this data. 
Another quality issue is that the DBC registration is mostly done manually. This can lead to wrong 
registrations, by manual input errors. For example a first policlinic visit can only be done by a 
physician. There are some registrations where an assistant did the first policlinic visit. This noise in 
the data can lead to errors when using process mining tools. The process mining tools used should be 
able to cope with noise. 

3.2. CS-EZIS DATABASE 

3.2.1. Collect lnitial Data 
The second data souree is the CS-EZIS database. The time when an event happened was not in the 
care registration data. Data on event mutations were also not available in the care registration data. 
The CS-EZIS database will be used to find the times when the events happen, and the mutation data 
on these events. Access to the CS-EZIS database is provided by instaHing a local copy of the 
production server on a standalone workstation. This allowed the usage and analysis of the CS-EZIS 
system without affecting the production data. 
CS-EZIS is the information system which collects all data conceming patients. The software is 
modular. Each function exists in separate modules. Departments can use the CS-EZIS module 
available for their department or use software designed for their specialization. Data from departments 
which use other software are imported into CS-EZIS. Therefore the CS-EZIS database contains all 
data related to patients. More information on the usage of the CS-EZIS information system can be 
found on the website of the developer (www.chipsoft.com). Detailed descriptions of the most 
important used modules are described below. 
The CS-EZIS database runs on Microsoft SQL server 2005. The CS-EZIS database contains 1616 
tables. 893 tables are empty, which leave 723 tables that contain records. The empty tables can be 
explained by the modular nature of CS-EZIS. lt always provides the complete database structure even 
when not all modules are used. In total the tables contain approximately 336 million records (13 
August, 2008). As there are no data models available on this database, and ChipSoft was not willing 
to give this data model, the relevant tables will be found by using the CS-EZIS system and Microsoft 
SQL Server Profiler 9.0. Microsoft SQL Server Profiler is originally designed for the purpose of 
performance impravement of the server. lt allows the user to view the queries executed by the end 
user software in order to make these queries more efficient. As a side effect this will give insight in 
how the end user software CS-EZIS accesses the database. Server Profiler monitors all queries 
executed on the database system. 
In order to find the relevant modules of CS-EZIS for the rheumatology processes, information on how 
CS-EZIS is used, was acquired by using the administrative process descriptions on the intranet, and 
the brief explanation of the policlinic principal. lt was found that the main module used by the RRC is 
the CS-AGENDA module. This module is used to plan appointments, verify the patient's arrival with 
a checkmark in the calendar, and finishing an appointment by authorizing the appointment. The 
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calendar entries are also used for the eventual billing. The DBC event registrations are done by the 
physicians in the CS-EPISODE module. 
With the knowledge ofwhat modules ofCS-EZIS are used, these modules were accessed on the local 
copy of CS-EZIS while running Microsoft SQL Server Profiler in the background. For each part 
accessed in CS-EZIS, the queries that were executed were checked in SQL Server Profiler. These 
SQL queries describe the fields, the tables, and the selection criteria from where CS-EZIS acquires its 
data to generate the requested overview. The top part displays the executed queries, while the bottorn 
part displays the selected queries. 
The tables that were found in this way can be viewed with the Microsoft SQL Server Management 
Studio. To link the tables, datafieldsin the tables are compared on their respective data. The linkscan 
be found for some tables because the data fields have the same field name. Other links between tables 
have been found by finding the corresponding field in the other table, by finding similar data format 
and content. 
The remaioder of this section will describe the modules which are used by the rheumatology 
department and the tables linked to these modules. 

CS-AGENDA 
CS-AGENDA is the module in which the appointments and schedules are made. The tables related to 
the CS-AGENDA module all start with 'AGENDA '. The calendar items are stored in the 
AGENDA_AFSPRAAK table. CS-AGENDA keeps track on mutations of the appointments. To 
access the appointment mutations in CS-EZIS there is a menu item called "historie" (history). By 
accessing this menu, the system accessed the AGENDA_ MUTATIE table. This table contains the 
mutation history of appointments. For each mutation a new record is created in this table. In the 
AGENDA_AFSPRAAK table there are fields that refer to other tables by codes, for example the 
calendar category (medical department) and the sub category ofthe calendar (physician). to which the 
appointment belongs. Figure 18 shows an example ofthe CS-AGENDA module which bas been used 
to find the related tables with SQL profiler. 

Figure 18 CS-AGENDA showing the consulting hours of a physician 
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CS-FAKTUUR AND CS-EPISODE 
The module that connects the items generated by several departments across the hospita! is the CS
FAKTUUR billing module. The module that is used for DBC event registrations is the CS-EPISODE 
module. The table that contains the patients and their corresponding DBC's is EPISODE_DBCPER. 
This also contains the DBC type and to which episode the DBC belongs to. An episode describes a 
single diagnosis. This episode can contain one or more DBC's. A DBC has a maximal duration of 1 
year, after a year, it will be closed, and a follow up DBC will be opened. As this is still the same 
diagnosis, these DBC's are linked to the same episode. These episodes are linked to patients in the 
EPISODE EPISODE table. 
All the events linked to the DBC's are stored in FAKTUUR VERRICHT. This table contains all 
main medical events. These main events have at least one sub event stored in FAKTUUR VERSEC. 
These sub events are the medica! events that actually take place. The medical events all have codes, 
which are described in the FAKTUUR_ VEROMSCH table. For example the 
FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT contains a record on a lab test, while the FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC contain all 
tests that were done in this lab test. However there is no description for the records in 
FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT. Figure 19 shows an example of the CS-FAKTUUR module, which was 
used to find the relevant tables. Detailed descriptions on the difference between an episode and a DBC 
will be described in the data exploration in section 3.2.3. Also how these relate to the medical events 
and to the patients will be described. 
The tables from these two modules contain the same data as delivered by the care administration. As 
the data delivered by the care registration is extracted from the CS-EZIS database, the CS-EZIS 
database can be seen as an extension of the care · · data rather than a second data source. 

Figure 19 CS-FAKTUUR showing all billing events fora patient 

3.2.2. Data Description 
As the complete database contains over 700 used tables, these tables will not all be described in-depth 
in this section as the care registration data. The tables relevant to solve the process mining goals are 
described in Table 3. Detailed descriptions forthese tables can be found in appendix 1.5. The relation 
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between these tables and their relevant data fields are depicted in Figure 20. These relations are 
needed to link the relevant data from multiple in order to create a log file. 

Table 3 Relevant tables, their record count and a briefdescription 

FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC 
EPISODE_EPISODE EPISODE_DBCPER FAKTUUR VERRICHT 

1 
1..* 

1.. ID 
EPISODE - 1-- EPISODE 

1 
I D - - .:.._r----; 

CODE .--
PATIENTNR DBCNUMMER- PATIENTNR VERRTIJD 
SPECIALISM SPECIALISM DATUM * 
BEGINDAT BEGINDAT AFDELING - ~FAKTUUR VEROMSCH EINDDAT EINDDAT UITVOERDER 
VERWIJSNR UITVOERDER AANVRAGER CODE 

ZORGTYPE REFNUMMER - AFDELING 

* HOOFDDIAG BRON OMSCHRIJV 

;- BEHCODE L.:... CASENR 

1 
AGENDA AFSPCODE 

0 .. 1 AGENDA_AFSPRAAK 
;-- CODE 

EPISODE_BEHCODE - CONSULTNR 

~AGENM SPECIALISM TIJD 
OMSCHR 1 

'-- CODE CODE : 
OMSCHRIJV AGENDA 

AGENDA AGENDA 

AGENDA MUTATIE AGENDA 

DATUM OMSCHR 

* TIJD - CONSULTNR 
CODE 
CONSTYPE 
UITVOERDER 
VOLDAAN 
MUTDAT 
MUITIJD 
MUTTYPE 

Figure 20 Relations between the relevant tables 

3.2.3. Data Exploration 
In this section a deeper exploration is done for the data. Here options for grouping data will he 
discovered. Because the CS-EZIS database can he seen as an extension of the care registration data, 
the same grouping as the care registration data can still he applied on this data source. Furthermore 
the exploration of the CS-EZIS database allows a deeper understanding of how the data is structured. 
This data structure will he used to cluster events in the modeling phase, to lower the amount of event 
classes, which willlead to comprehensib Ie models instead of a 'spaghetti' model. 
Figure 21 gives a graphical representation of how the events are linked to the patients. The event data 
in CS-EZIS are linked through several aggregation levels to the patient. The highest level is the 
patient. This patient can have one or multiple episodes. The second level contains the episodes. These 
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are the care paths of the pa ti ent. A care path I episode exist for each medica} condition a patient has. A 
patient can have more than one episode at a time. For example a patient has rheumatoid arthritis and 
at the same time the patient has a broken leg. Each episode contains one or more DBC's. Each 
episode has a unique identifier, theepisode number. The third aggregation level is the DBC's. Each 
DBC represents a diagnosis and treatment combination. All DBC's linked to the same episode have 
the same diagnosis. A DBC has a time constraint of one year. Therefore chronic patients will have 
multiple DBC's for the chronic illnesses. Each DBC has a unique identifier. Each DBC can contain 
one or more events. The first DBC is marked as regular care, while all the following DBC's are 
marked as long-term care. The fourth aggregation level is the Verricht level. This level contains all 
events in the DBC. But there are no descriptions for these events. Each event contains one or multiple 
secondary events (Verrsec ). The lowest level contains all secondary events required for billing. These 
secondary events contain the billing descriptions. 
The described data structure in this section will be used later to choose the aggregation level on which 
the cases will be defined, and the aggregation level on which the events will be defined. 

Aggregation level 

1. Patient 

2. Episode 

3.DBC 

4. Verricht 

5. Verrsec 

3.2.4. Data Quality 

DBC 1 

1 year 

Episode 1 

DBC 2 

1 2 3 

Patient 1 

Episode 2 

I DBC 3 DBC4 

4 I 
I Description A 

Figure 21 Aggregation levels 

The main quality issue with the care registration data was that events timestamps were at date level 
and not at time level. Although a lot of time registrations were found in the souree data, there were 
also events where no time could be found. Most events that occur however were either calendar 
appointments or lab test. Forthese two event classes time registrations could be found. 
The quality issue of the manual input of the DBC registration described in section 3 .1.4 still applies to 
this data. 

3.3. CONCLUSION AND CRISP-DM EVALUATION 
In this chapter the data understanding phase of the CRISP-DM metbod is applied on the process 
mining project. This phase ofthe CRISP-DM has been executed twice, once for each data source. 
The first deliverable was the initial data colteetion report. This describes where and how the data was 
extracted. The care registration data was delivered by the care registration department by making a 
request on the required data. The care registration data was a flat Excel file, which contained billing 
data on rheumatoid arthritis patients. The CS-EZIS database was acquired by using alocal copy ofthe 
information system and database. The relevant tables were found based on the tables which were 
accessed by the CS-EZIS modules used in the rheumatology department The CS-EZIS database 
contains all billable care data. These were either imported into or created by the CS-EZIS system. lt 
was found that the care registration data was also extracted from this database, and therefore it is the 
same data. Therefore all further analysis done on that data is also applicable to the CS-EZIS data. 
The second deliverable was the data description report. This described the tables and the fields in 
these tables. The CS-EZIS data has over 700 used tables, which were therefore notall described. By 
using the CS-EZIS system in combination with SQL Profiler, the tables useful to achieve the process 
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mining goals were found and their relation to each other was described. Because not all tables were 
examined, it is possible that data that could have been used is not found. 
The third deliverable was the data exploration. Here pattems and relations in the data were described. 
Possibilities to cluster the data have been explored. The care registration data gave a useful insight on 
that DBC's can be clustered on care types and treatment codes. The data clustering found in the CS
EZIS data was on the aggregation levels of the data from general to specific: patient, episode, DBC, 
medical event, and secondary event. These data structures and relations will be used in the data 
preparation to select the aggregation level of the cases and events. 
The final deliverable was the data quality. Here the data quality was assessed on completeness and 
accuracy. The biggest quality issue found in the care registration data was the lack of time registration 
for the events. This can cause the process mining tools to misinterpret the data. For most events the 
time registrations were found in the CS-EZIS data. This will be discussed further in the next chapter. 
As the care registration data is part of the CS-EZIS data, the remaioder of this project will be using 
the CS-EZIS data. 
The CRISP-DM metbod describes each of these deliverables as a separate report. This could be used 
to create to a more in-depth description of the data preparation than is reported in this document. 
These separate reports could also better be used for future reference. Due to the lack of space in this 
report parts like the data description for the CS-EZIS have been moved to the appendix. To get a 
complete picture of all the available data, much more time would be needed. 
The result of this phase is a thorough understanding of what data is available. Gi~en the available 
data, it is possible to use the data for process mining. The next chapter will describe which data will 
be used to perform process mining. 
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14 DATA PREPARATION 

This chapter is the result ofthe third phase ofthe CRISP-DM methodology. This has been executed as 
described in the methodology section 1.4.3. The objective ofthe data preparation phase is to construct 
the final dataset from the initial raw data acquired in the previous phase. The steps in this phase do nat 
have to be performed in a particular order and likely have to be done multiple times. As concluded in 
the previous phase, the dataset that is going to be used is the CS-EZIS database. 
First a selection has to be made on which data to include and which data to exclude. Looking back at 
the process mining goals in section 2.6, the first two goals are focused on the process steps and their 
attributes, and the final goal is focused on performance data. The performance data part is focused on 
event level, while the process discovery part is focused on the whole process. As the data would be 
required to be on two detail levels, the data preparation will be done in two parts: the process 
discovery and conformanee data part and the performance data part. 

4.1. PROCESS DISCOVERY AND CONFORMANCE DATA 

4.1.1. Select Data 
The process that has to be discovered is the rheumatoid arthritis patients' flow. First a selection has to 
be made on which cases (patients, episodes or DBC's) to include and which to exclude. To make this 
selection first a choice has to be made on how a case is defined. A case can either be a patient, an 
episode or a DBC. As shown in section 3.2.3, these are the three levels of data on which theevents 
can be linked. The patient cannot be used, because this would return all events on the patient, even 
events that have nothing to do with the rheumatoid arthritis care path. So the episode and the DBC 
remain. The care path models made by the physicians are divided into new patients and chronic 
patients. This cannot be seen in an episode, because the diagnosis does nat change when a patient 
appears to be a chronic patient. Therefore the DBC is used to define a case. 
In this case study rheumatoid arthritis is being studied. Therefore a selection has to be made on 
DBC's with the diagnosis rheumatoid arthritis. The other options on which a DBC can be selected are 
the DBC start date, the DBC end date, care type (regular or chronic), and the type oftreatment. These 
are the field ofthe EPISODE_DBCPER table. Allfieldscan be found in appendix 1.5. 
To make a selection, all DBC's which are opened after 1-1-2007 is used. The data exploration ofthe 
care registration in section 3.1.1 data showed that this would return sufficient data. The data is 
available from January 2004 and later. To make it possible to model the end of the process, only 
closed DBC's will be selected. All DBC's which are closed contain a DBC end date (the date when 
the DBC was closed). The open DBC's do nat contain an end date. For the DBC end date befare 30-6-
2008 is used, because our database copy contains data until this date. To check the new patients, the 
care type is chosen as regular patient, while for the chronic patients the care type chronic is chosen. 
As shown insection 3.2.3 the chronic DBC's follow the regular DBC. These DBC's therefore start in 
the middle of the process. For the treatment type, all types of treatments are selected. Table 4 
summarizes these selection criteria on the database. 

4.1.2. Clean Data 
Now the cases are selected, in this section an attempt is made to raise the quality of the data by 
inserting data for missing values. In this case the time registrations are missing in the billing data. In 
the billing data some events do contain time values while others do nat. The lab, medica! imaging and 
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nuclear healthcare contain timestamps in the FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC table. Timestamps of events 
from other sourees are needed. For items linked to the calendar, the appointment time can be used. 
The remaining timeless items are pathology, physiotherapy, and some lab tests. The pathology result 
time can be found in BACLAB_PA_OND, but the request time cannot be found. The date in 
FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC refers to the request date. For the physiotherapy and the lab items without 
timethereare no time registrations available in the CS-EZIS database. These cannot be added to the 
dataset and will remaio missing. As these events do contain date registrations in the billing data, these 
will be used as timestamp. 

4.1.3. Construct, lntegrate, and Format Data 
To use the CS-EZIS data in ProM the data has to be converted to the MXML format. The 
requirements for this format can be found in section 2.4.1 and in appendix 1.4. As exp1ained in section 
2.4.1, there is noProMimport plug-in designed to convertExcel files to MXML files. Therefore the 
general purpose plug-in will be used to convert the DBC data into a MXML process logs. The 
requirements for this general purpose plug-in arealso described at the requirements in section 2.4.1. 
First a selection has to be made in the Microsoft SQL Server 2005. This selected data can be exported 
into a CSV (Comma Separated Values) file. This CSV file can be opened in Excel. The exported data 
do not contain headers to identify the data, nor does it contain a unique identifier. The headers are 
added to the file, and for each record a unique identifier is added in Excel. The date stamp and 
timestamp are recorded in separate fields. These can be joined in Excel. This Excel file can then be 
imported into Access, which on its turn can be used to build the four tables required by the general 
purpose ProMimport plug-in. The Access database can now be accessed by ProMimport through an 
ODBC conneetion and convert the data to an MXML file, which can be opened by the ProM 
framework. Figure 22 summarizes these steps required to convert the data in an MXML log file. 
Because the general purpose ProMimport plug-in uses an ODBC (Open DataBase Connectivity) 
conneetion to the convert the data stored in a Microsoft Access database and an ODBC conneetion 
can also be made with a Microsoft SQL server, the steps from the SQL server to the Access database 
could be eliminated by creating a ProM import plug-in for the Microsoft SQL Server. A detailed 
description of the conversion process can be found and in appendix 1.4. 

Using the above described selection criteria and data requirements the data can now be extracted from 
the database. By joining the database tables as depicted in Figure 20 the relevant fields could he 
selected. These fields, the table where they come from, and a description for these fields are described 
in Table 5. The cases are described as DBCNUMMER, the originators as UITVOERDER, and the 
timestamp as DATUM + TIJD (Whichever contains a value ). How this data can be linked to an 
MXML file can he found in appendix 1.4. 

Tahlc :\amc Field :\amc Ocscription 
EPISODE DBCPER DECNUMMER DBC number for this care path 
EPISODE DBCPER UITVOERDER Main physician's code for this DBC 
FAKTUUR VERRICHT DATUM Event date 
FAKTUUR VERRICHT UITVOERDER Event _Q_erformer's code 
FAKTUUR VEROMSCH OMSCHRIJV Event descr!!Jtion 
FAKTUUR VERRSEC TIJD Event time in case of a lab test, medica! imaging, -

or nuclear healthcare 
AGENDA AFSPRAAK TIJD Event time in case the event is an appointment 

in CS-AGENDA 
Table 5 Data fields selected from the database 
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4.2. PERFORMANCE DATA 
The last process mining goal described in section 2.6 is to check the possibilities of performance 
analysis on the process, like waiting time, throughput time and processing time for a diagnosis or 
treatment. In the previous section the data was extracted for the process discovery. With that data 
some performance analysis is already possible. The data extracted already contain data on when the 
events happened. This allows performance analysis on process level. For example the average 
throughput times for the cases. For the performance analysis on event level within the cases no data 
was extracted yet. The remaioder of this section will describe the data preparation for the performance 
analysis on event level. 

4.2.1. Select Data 
To acquire data for performance analysis, tables which contain more detailed data on when events 
happened will be examined. Looking back at section 3.2.1 it is found that the table 
AGENDA_MUTATIE contains mutation information on calendar appointments. To make a selection 
on this data, a period and the appointment type has to be chosen. 
For choosing a period, two dates can be selected on: the date on which the appointment was made, 
and the date on which the appointment took place. In the case that the appointment took place is 
chosen, the DATUM field in the AGENDA_ MUTATIE table can be used to select the appointments. 
In the case the date on which the appointment was created is chosen, the mutation date of the mutation 
record for creating the appointment has to be chosen. The mutation type can be found in the field 
MVTTYPE as described in Figure 20 and in appendix 1.5. In this case the appointment date will be 
used to select the data. 
For choosing the appointment types within the AGENDA_MUTATIE table, the department to which 
the calendar belongs to (AGENDA field), the physician to whom the calendar belongs to 
(SUBAGEND field), and the type of consultation (CONSTYPE field) can be chosen. For the 
appointments at rheumatology therefore the rheumatology appointments have to be selected. The 
calendar code for rheumatology is 'A00031'. This can be found in the AGENDA_AGENDA table. To 
acquire performance data for a single type of appointment, the appointments for all first time visits are 
chosen. These are indicated with the consultation type 'E'. Further to makesure the appointment did 
take place, at least one ofthe records should contain a 'J' (yes) in the VOLDAAN (completed) field. 
These selection criteria are summarized in Table 6. 

Table 6 Description oftable: AGENDA_MUTATIE, and the selection criteria for rheum patients 

4.2.2. Clean Data 
As there are no known quality issues for the AGENDA_ MUTATIE table at this moment, no data 
cleaning has been done at this point. 

4.2.3. Construct, lntegrate, and Format Data 
With the selection criteria described above, these records can now be extracted from the database 
server. The data extraction metbod is similar to the one used for the process discovery data described 
insection 4.1.3. All the data will be extracted from the AGENDA_MUTATIE table. The following 
fields will be extracted: AFSPRAAKNR, which link the mutations on an appointment together; 
UITVOERDER which is the physician whom the patient has an appointment with; MUTDAT, which 
contains the date of the mutation on the calendar; MUTTIJD, which contains the time when the 
mutation took place; and MVTTYPE which contains the type of mutation that took place. Examples 
for the mutation type are creating, moving, and authorizing the appointment. Table 7 gives a summary 
on the selected fields. This extracted data is converted to the MXML format as described in appendix 
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1.4. As Figure 31 will show, the access time, the time at the po1iclinic, and the time until billing can 
be derived from this dataset. 

4.3. CONCLUSION AND CRISP-DM EVALUATION 
In this chapter the data preparation phase of the CRISP-DM method was applied on the process 
mining project. The guideline for the data preparation could well be applied to the process mining 
project. Apart from the difference in data requirements, which is inherent on the used tooi, both data 
mining and process mining require data selection and formatting for the usage in their respective 
tools. 
This phase has been split in two parts, one for the process discovery data, which contains events in a 
process, and one for the performance data, which contains data of events within an event. The first 
step is the selection of data. The data has been selected on the need to answer the process mining 
objectives for both the process discovery as the performance data. 
The second deliverable is the cleaning of data. This is done to increase the quality of the data. The 
quality issue that has been addressed in this deliverable is the addition of time values for the events 
where available. A timestamp could be found for all events except pathology, physiotherapy, and 
some lab tests. As timestamps could be added to the event which occurred often, these can be 
modeled correctly. Theevents without timestamp do contain dates. The deviation with the real time 
and the default time value of 00:00 is considered as noise. In interpreting the results this should be 
taken in account. 
The final three steps in this phase, the construct, integrate, and format data, have been joined into one 
section. As described in the methodology these steps do not have to be executed in a distinct order. 
These final three steps are closely related to each other and therefore joined in one section. In this part 
the data was put together from the souree tables, and fields were joined where necessary and 
converted to the MXML format. 
The CRISP-DM method describes the deliverable for this phase as a separate report. This would allow 
a more detailed description of all the steps performed during this phase. lt would also make a more 
technica! document which could be used for future reference. Because of the time constraint on this 
project, only data was extracted and described from the database which was used in the modeling 
phase. 
The results of this chapter are two MXML log files . The first contains all events related to rheumatoid 
arthritis DBC's from 2007 onwards. The second log file contains all mutations on appointments for 
new patients at the rheumatology department in 2007. 
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j5 MODELING 

This chapter is the result ofthe fourth phase ofthe CRISP-DM methodology. In an attempt to execute 
this phase as described in the methodology section 1.4.4 it is found that the result would be hard to 
understand. Therefore it is chosen to perform the modeling phase on the hand of the process mining 
goals described in section 2.6. This chapter will assess the process rnining tools on their technica! 
ability to answer the process rnining questions. A description of the tools which might solve the 
process mining question is fist given. Then the usability of those tools on the acquired logs will be 
assessed. The next chapter will discuss the results of the tools which can be used to answer the 
process rnining questions. 

5.1. PROM FRAMEWORK 
In order to use the process mining tools, the MXML log files created in chapter 4, have to be opened 
in the ProM framework. To demonstrate this, the log with new patients, created insection 4.1, will be 
used. When a log is opened in ProM, the first screen gives a summary of the log (Figure 23). The log 
summary gives general information on the log file, such as: there are 298 cases (DBC's) which 
contain 175 event classes (e.g. a policlinic visit, or an x-ray of the chest). The total amount of events 
is 12610 and there are 34 originators (physicians, assistants, etc) involved in the process. The graphs 
show the distribution of the events and event classes over the cases. Tasks that can be performed in 
this dialog are adding filters to the log, view each case independently, and get a summary of the log 
file. These activities can be found in the four icons at the left side of the dialo box. 

Figure 23 Log summary shown in ProM after opening the log file 

5.2. PROCESS DISCOVERY 
The first process mining objective was to research the possibilities discovering the care flow of the 
rheumatoid arthritis patients. The following questions have to be answered: 

• What paths can be found and how many patients take these paths? 
• What is the main path that patients follow? 
• Are there causal relations between events in the process? 

To answer these questions, a process model has to be discovered. Section 1.2.2 described the available 
process discovery plug-ins. Because the log file created in section 4.1 can contain noise as described 
in section 3.1.4 and section 3.2.4 the process discovery plug-ins have to be able to cope with noise. 
These plug-ins are the beuristics minerand the fuzzy miner. First a description for the beuristics rniner 
will be given and how this can be used on the log files. Then a de scription of the fuzzy min er will be 
g1ven. 
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5.2.1. Heuristics Miner 
The beuristics miner is a process mining algorithm that can cope with noise. lt discovers the main 
process flow insteadof trying to model allevents in the process. To use the beuristics miner in ProM 
several settings can be used. The beuristics miner result in a model called a beuristics net. Figure 24 
visualizes the beuristics net syntax and explains it with an example. The reetangles in the beuristics 
net describe the events of the process, while the arrows describe the flow from one event to another. 
In each rectangle there is a description for the event, the event type, and the number of times the event 
occurs in the process. On the right si de of each arrow (in the middle) there are two numbers. The top 
number shows the relative occurrence of the relationship. This is based on the ratio of how many 
times the relation occurs between the two events and how many times the inverse relation occurs. The 
exact calculation can be found in Weijters and van der Aalst (2003). The bottorn number shows the 
b 1 f h 1 ° h" b h a so ute occurrence o t e re atwns 1p etween t e two events. 

Model Syntax Model Example 

Even! Description A REU EERSTE POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK 
(Event Type) (complete) 
#Occurrence 205 

Significanee 0.961 
#Occurrence 129 

I Event Description 8 I LAB I (Event Type) (complete) 
#Occurrence 531 

Description 
The REU EERSTE POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK is an event class. The event type can be chosen at the 
creation ofthe log.lt is only useful when there are multiple timestarups for the same event class. The 
205 describes the number of times REU EERSTE POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK occurred in the log. The 
significanee is 0.961. The number of occurrence 129 describes the number of times the relation 
between the event classes REU EERSET POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK and LAB. 

Figure 24 Syntax description of the beuristics min er, with an example 

PROCESS DISCOVERY LOG 
N ow the beuristics min er can be used on the process log. An artificial start and end task have been 
added to make it more clear where the process starts and where it ends. Also the events classes that 
only occurred once have been removed. These can be seen as exceptions. Figure 26 shows the output 
from the beuristics miner for this log with the default settings. The extracted model contains a lot of 
event classes and arrows connecting these events. This high amount of event classes and conneetion 
arrows has ledtoa model that is incomprehensible. To lower the amount of event classes, events can 
he clustered. 
The clustering of the events has been described in section 3.2.3. The current selected data is of the 
lowest aggregation level. This means that for every event that is of interest for billing purposes there 
is an event class. For example a lab test is not described as a lab test, but as all the components that 
are tested on a blood sample. So there is no description for a blood test, but a description for a 
cholesterollevel test, and hemoglobin erythrocytes level test, etc. 
To lower the amount of event classes, these lab tests are all combined in one event which is named to 
LAB. As can be seen in Figure 20 all events in the lowest aggregation level (FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC 
table) which he long to each other have the same id number in the "Verricht" aggregation level 
(FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT table). These can therefore easily bejoined. This is also done with medical 
imaging, microbiology and physiotherapy events. 
Clustering this way does have a disadvantage. The details on which lab test or what medical image 
was taken are lost. To keep the detail, but still get a model with less event classes, a mining algorithm 
which would be able to use the hierarchical inforrnation in the data to cluster automatically is needed. 
The fuzzy miner does take multi level aggregation in account, but does not use predefined data 
hierarchy. The fuzzy miner will he described insection 5.2.2. There is research being doneon using 
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semantic relations of events (Alves de Medeiros, et al., 2008), but it was not available yet to use in 
this project. 
To lower the amount of conneetion arrows the 
varianee in the log bas to be lowered. This can be 
done by grouping the DBC's. Section 3.1.3 shows 
the possible groupings. The DBC's treatment code 
implies a certain path taken by the patient. The 
largest group of patients bas the treatment code 
111 (policlinic treatment). Clustering these events 
and grouping these cases (DBC's) leads to a new 
dataset which can now be converted to an MXML 
file as was done with the previous log, described 
insection 4.1. 
After this clustering and grouping, a log remains 
with 206 process instances (DBC's), 14 event 
classes, and 1817 events. 30 ongmators 
(physicians or assistants) are involved in this 
process. The log contains 5 event classes as 
starting events and 7 event classes as end events. 
U sing the beuristics miner on this new log file 
with the default settings, a process model can be 
extracted (Figure 39 in Appendix 1.8). Comparing 
this model with the care paths of section 2.1.2, 
results in some differences. The most notabie 
difference is that the beuristics miner roodels a lot 
of events in parallel instead of sequentia} as 
modeled in the care paths by the physicians. This 
is caused by the iterative nature of the process. 
Lab tests and repeat visits occur throughout the 
whole process. A solution is to increase the setting 
for the AND threshold to 10, and increase the 
setting for the Length-one-loops threshold to Figure 25 Initial model that is extracted with the 
0.999. This forces the beuristics miner to beuristics miner 
minimize the parallel processes. The resulting model will be discussed in section 6.1.1. 

PERFORMANCE DATA LOG 
To get an idea on which events are logged on appointments, the beuristics miner is used on the 
performance data log. First follows a description of the basic log information. In 2007, there were 
1964 first policlinic visits. The total amount ofmutations on these appointments was 12089. There are 
7 event classes: M, W, C, T, V, A, and K. The meaning of these mutation codes can be found in the 
"ChipSoft Overzichtgenerator Module". Table 8 gives these descriptions. Clustering of the data is not 
needed, because 7 even classes is small enough to mine a comprehensible model. To mine the model, 
an artificial start and end task were added to make it clear where the process starts and ends. The 
ChipSoft descriptions were used in the model instead of the mutation codes. The resulting model will 
be discussed insection 6.3.1. 

1\lutation T~pr I\ILTTYPEI Dro,;cription in CS-EZIS 

M Maken 
w Wijzigen 
c Autoriseren 
T Fiatteren 
V Verplaatsen 
A Annuleren 
K Kopiëren 

Table 8 Mutation codes in the AGENDA_MUTATIE table and their description in CS-EZIS 
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5.2.2. Fuzzy Miner 
The fuzzy miner can also be used for the process discovery on a log which contains noise. Like the 
beuristics miner it can cope with noise in the log. The fuzzy miner can extract models and cluster 
highly correlated less significant events. The result of the fuzzy miner is a fuzzy model. As with a 
beuristics net, the fuzzy model uses reetangles to show events and arrows to show the flow between 
the events. The model however does not show how often these events and relations take place. The 
clustered events are displayed as octagons. Günther and van der Aalst (2007) give a more detailed 
description on how the fuzzy miner exactly works. Because with the manual clustering the beuristics 
miner can already deliver comprehensible models, and beuristics nets allows more further analysis, 
the beuristics miner will he used and the fuzzy miner will not he used. 

5.3. CONFORMANCE CHECKING 
The second process mining objective will be to check if the process model discovered in the first 
objective corresponds to the predefined care paths and to reality. To achieve this objective the 
following question will he solved. 

• Do the events occur as described in the care paths? 
• Are the flow times in reality the same as in the care paths? 

To answer the first two questions, the process model derived at the process discovery step bas to he 
compared with the care paths described in section 2.1.3. A visual comparison can he made to get a 
global idea of the differences. To explore the exact difference between the care path models and the 
mined process model, the conformanee checking plug-ins can be used. Section 1.2.2 described the 
available conformanee checking plug-ins in the ProM framework. These are the Linear Temporal 
Logic (LTL) checker, and the conformanee checker plug-ins. 
To answer the third question, a plug-in which can calculate the time between two events in the log can 
he used. This question is, although related to checking the care path models, more related to the 
performance analysis. This will be discussed insection 5.4. 
The following sections will describe the LTL checker and the conformanee checker plug-ins and their 
ability to solve the above described process mining questions. 

5.3.1. Linear Temporal Log ie Checker 
The LTL checker is used to check requirements (e.g. business rules) in a process. The result is a list of 
cases which confirms this behavior and a list of cases which does not confirm this behavior. Figure 26 
shows the settings for the LTL checker plug-in. 

@ Chèck )Whole PfOCH S 

O CMckunl•(lrAfalll'e 

0 Check ..-•• f•t.t succe .. 

21 stiP 11'"'* Is known 

'··················································· 

I . . . . . . . . . I Compute 1f there 1s an activrty Wlth name A and then, eventually there 1s an actiVlty 'Wlth name B 

!Arguments: 
1 

• A of type set (at~. Workj]owMcxklEl~mtZ'Ylt) 
• B of type set (at~Z. WorkjlowMotkll!Je't'hm11) 

Valuate the paramece,-s: 

1
1-::::--- ----ië.t---== ~::~ ~:jl 

: i 
' l 

i ·····························-~:;;.~~;;..;;;;.:···············----;;;;;_ ___ ~.-- . . ············-····-·······--······ .. ···························::::::::.;::-;;::;;;;-_;_;;;;;;:;·---··-·--·- ...... ..! ................ ----~~ 
Figure 26 L TL Checker in ProM 

An example can he to check if there is always a repeat visit to the policlinic after an x-ray picture is 
taken as modeled in Figure 13. For this example the samelog file as for the process discovery is used. 
First the DBC's where an x-ray was taken have to he selected. This can he done with the LTL 
checker. With these DBC's the LTL checker can be used to check ifthere is a repeat visit after the x-
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ray. By checking this on the RA patients, 169 of the 206 patients visited the radiology department 
114 of these patients went to the rheumatology department for a repeat visit as the next step in the 
process, while 165 patients eventually returned to the rheumatology department for a repeat visit with 
some other diagnosis's in between. 

5.3.2. Conformanee Checker 
The conformanee checker plug-in checks the log against a predefined model. This model has to be in 
the Petri net format. The Petri net modeling language is very structured and dictates exact behavior. 
The care path models on the other hand, are descriptive and can be seen as a medica! guideline to 
process a patient. This tool will therefore not be used. 

5.4. PERFORMANCE ANAL YSIS 
The third process mining objective will be to examine the possibilities of performance analysis with 
process mining. The performance measures that will be researched are the access time, waiting time, 
and service time of a task. Also the performance indicators described in the care path models will be 
researched. Section 1.2.2 describes the available performance analysis plug-ins in the ProM 
framework. These are the basic log statistics plug-in; the basic performance analysis plug-in; the 
performance analysis with Petri net plug-in; and the dotted chart analysis. The following sections will 
describe these plug-ins and their ability to solve the above described process mining questions. 

5.4.1. Basic Log Statistics 
The basic log statistics plug-in requires both the start and end time of each event. The extracted data 
from the previous chapter does not contain start and end times for each event. Therefore this plug-in 
cannot be used. 

5.4.2. Basic Performance Analysis 
The basic performance analysis can show the performance ofthe tasks or the DBC's graphically. This 
is done by subtracting the timestamp of the chosen task with the timestamp of the preceding task. By 
doing this, statistics like minimum, maximum and average time can be extracted. Although this can be 
useful, there are limitations. The plug-in does not distinguish between the preceding tasks. 1t cannot 
give separate statistics dependant on what the preceding task was. For example if we want the time 
between the first policlinic visit and the first repeat visit, we cannot look at the value of the repeat 
visit, because the repeat visit could also follow a lab test. Therefore the results from this plug-in have 
to be carefully interpreted. 

5.4.3. Performance Analysis with Petri net 
The performance analysis with Petri net plug-in can provide performance indicators as the average, 
minimum and maximum time, and the standard deviation for each process step and the whole process. 
This plug-in requires a Petri net model, which can be user defined or a mined process model. The 
mined process model can also be converted from another modeling format to the Petri net format. The 
process model is used as interface to summon the performance measures for the chosen event. Unlike 
the basic performance analysis, with this plug-in the preceding task can be selected. 
Using this plug-in on the log file created insection 5.2.1 did however resulted in a problem. When we 
want the time between the first policlinic and the first repeat visit, these two events should be selected. 
This however resulted in an output which did not take all cases which contain both the first policlinic 
visit and repeat visits. To counter this problem, the log can be fittered so that will only contain these 
two event classes (for example the first policlinic visit and the repeat visits). Then a trivia} Petri net 
model which contains these events in a sequentia} order is made. When the performance analysis with 
Petri net plug-in is used on this model, the flow time between these two events will be returned 
correctly. 

5.4.4. Dotted Chart 
The dotted chart is a chart similar to a Gantt chart. It shows a spread of events of an event log over 
time. The basic idea of the dotted chart is to plot dots according to the time. These dots can be chosen 
to be grouped taskID (event class), originator (physician), or instanee ID (DBC). Each row represents 
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an item of the chosen group. Next to this, the graph can be sorted in several ways and the dots' shape 
and color can be chosen for each event class. Using the dotted chart analysis plug-in on the process 
log can give a quick overview in which order events happen and in what timeframe. But no detailed 
statistics can be acquired with this plug-in. The result of the dotted chart analysis on the process log 
will be discussed in section 6.2.1. 

5.5. CONCLUSION AND CRISP-DM EVALUATION 
This chapter showed the possible tools which can be used to solve the process mining objectives. The 
tools were assessed on their technica} capability of returning a result which represents the data in the 
log files needed to achieve the process mining objectives. For the process discovery the beuristics 
minerand the fuzzy miner can be used. For conformanee checking the LTL checker can be used. For 
the performance analysis, the performance analysis with Petri net, and the dotted chart plug-in can be 
used. 
As described in the introduetion of this chapter, the CRISP-DM methodology for this phase has been 
abandon. The CRISP-DM methodology assumes that when a data mining tool is selected, it can solve 
the data mining problem. There are no criteria set in the methodology on which the tools should be 
selected. Only the results of the tools are assessed. The next chapter will describe the process mining 
results. 
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16 RESULTS 

Chapter 5 described which tools can be used to achieve the process mining objectives. This chapter 
will describe the results of the selected process mining tools. And the results will be evaluated with 
the care paths and process owners. 

6.1. PROCESS DISCOVERY 
The first process mining objective was to research the possibilities discovering the care flow of the 
rheumatoid arthritis patients. The following questions have to be answered: 

• What paths can be found and how many patients take these paths? 
• What is the main path that patients follow? 
• Are there causal relations between events in the process? 

6.1.1. Patients Care Path 
To answer the first question, what paths can be found and how many patients take these paths, the 
beuristics miner was used. The steps to acquire the model shown in Figure 27 are described in section 
5 .2.1. The following care path has been found. In the top part of the model, the artificial starting event 
(ArtificialStartTask) can be seen. The number in the event rectangle describes how many times the 
event occurs in the log. There are 206 starting events. The arrows from the artificial start task to the 
real start tasks show where the process starts. Because these are all new patients, the first event is the 
first policlinic visit (REU EERSTE POLIKLINIEK BEZOEK). The top number on the arrow 
describes the significanee of the relationship, while the bottorn number describe the absolute times the 
relationship occurs. The ArtificialStartTask to the REU EERSTE POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK is the only 
arrow leaving the ArtificialStartTask and the only arrow entering the REU EERSTE 
POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK, but the number on the arrow is not the same as either number in these two 
events. This can be explained by the DBC's which do not confirm this behavior. So in this case 204 
DBC's contain this relation in the log, with a significanee of 0.995. Next, after the first appointment, 
the second step in the process is mostoften the laboratory (LAB), with 129 cases. Other events after 
the first policlinic visit are the injections (REU Injecties i.a. and REU Injecties i.m.), 5 and 49 cases 
and the repeat visit (REU HERHALINGSBBZOEK GEEN EPB), 22 cases. The injections are actually 
given during the first policlinic visit or during a repeat visit according to the data. 8 As there was no 
automated way to join these injections with the policlinic visit events these are modeled as separate 
events for now. 
After the lab, several other events happen, which often loop back to the laboratory, a repeat visit, or to 
the end of the process. The most occurring events after the lab are the Medica! Imaging 
(RADIOLOGIE), telephone consulting (REU Telefonisch Consult), and the repeat visit to the 
physician (REU HERHALINGSBBZOEK GEEN EPB). 

8 The data contains a reference number in the FAKTUUR VERRICHT table. This referees to the souree of the 
billing entry. This reference nurnber is the same for the injections as the appointment where the injection is 
given. 
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Figure 27 Mined process model for the rheumatoid arthritis care path 

6.1.2. Main Path that Patients Follow 
To answer the second question, what is the main path that patients follow, the beuristics net ofFigure 
27 will be used. The main path in the model is described in the model description. The model does not 
show distinct separate paths. The main reason for this is that the log is already grouped down to the 
treatment level. Because there is only one path modeled, this is the main path. 

6.1.3. Causal Relations between Events 
To answer the third question, are there causal relations between events in the process, with the above 
described beuristics net, it is hard to find causa} relations. This is caused by highly iterative nature of 
the rheumatoid arthritis process. The lab tests and repeat visits occur throughout the whole process. 
This leads to all the loops displayed in the process model. By removing these two events the causal 
relations between the other events can be found. 
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Figure 28 Henristics Model without the Lab tests and repeat visits 

Figure 28 displays the process model without the lab tests and repeat visits. Interesting relationships 
can be found in the new model. For example "REU Naaldbiopsie of punctie uit gewricht" (3 times) 
occurs together with "REU Injecties i.a."; and MICROBIOLOGIE (9 out of 10 times) occur together 
with RADIOLOGIE. 

6.1.4. Conclusion 
In order to achieve the first process mining objective, the process mining questions for this objective 
have been answered. The first question was: what paths can be found and how many patients take 
these paths? The process mining results mining show that it is possible to extract a process model 
from the existing data registrations in a hospital. The resulting model showed what path the patients 
take, and how many DBC's each eventin the process processed. 
The second question was: what is the main path that patients follow? Because in the log only 
rheumatoid arthritis DBC's with a policlinic treatment were represented, no different paths could be 
distinguished. 
The third question was: are there causal relations between events in the process? In order to find 
causal relations between the events, it was found that the process of rheumatoid arthritis DBC's is 
highly iterative. Therefore, the process model contains many loops. Because of these loops, it was 
difficult to find causal relations between the events in the process. To solve this, the iterating events 
(the repeat policlinic visit and the lab tests) were filtered away from theevent log. Using the beuristics 
miner on this filtered log resulted in a model which shows the causal relations between the remaining 
events. 
The three questions made for the first objective could be answered. The first process mining objective 
can be achieved. It is possible to discover the care flow of rheumatoid arthritis patients. 

6.2. CONFORMANCE CHECKING 
The second process mining objective was to check if the process model discovered in the first 
objective corresponds to the predefined care paths and to reality. To achieve this objective the 
following question will be solved. 

• Do the events occur as described in the care paths? 
• Are the flow times in reality the same as in the care paths? 
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6.2.1. Mined Models versus Predefined Care Path 
The first question for the second objective is the comparison of the mined process model (Figure 27) 
with the care paths. Comparing the mined process model with the care paths made by the physicians 
(section 2.1.2) leads to some interesting differences. First, the intake is not a billable event, which is 
therefore not included in the mined process model. Therefore the first event in the care path is the lab 
test. In the mined model however, the first policlinic visit was the most occurring fist process step. 
Discussing this difference with the process owners the condusion can be made that the ideal situation 
would be that the patient goes to the laboratory fora blood test before coming to the policlinic, but in 
practice this does not happen. This confirms this finding in the mined process model. The care paths 
were developed as a medical guideline rather than a process model. For the lab tests, it is given which 
lab tests are required. As in the mined process model the lab tests were aggregated into a single event 
class, this information cannot be extracted from this process model. For the first blood test in the care 
path for new patients (Figure 13), ten types of blood tests are modeled to be required, while all other 
blood tests are modeled as five types of blood tests. The data does not distinguish the first blood test 
from the following blood tests. Therefore the process mining tools cannot separate these tests. A 
solution for this problem would be a mining algorithm which can cope with hierarchical data logs. As 
mentioned before, this is researched in Alves de Medeiros, et al. (2008), but not implemented in the 
ProM framework, and therefore not used. 
Further differences are that events of pathology, physiotherapy, nuclear and psychology events were 
not modeled in the care paths. These are low frequency events, which occur less than 10 times out of 
the 206 DBC's, which can explain why they are missing. The care paths describe the main process 
flow. 
The second question for the second objective is: are the flow times in reality the same as in the care 
paths. Flow times described in the care path are the intake time (5 minutes), the time from the intake 
to the first lab test (2 days), the time from the intake to the first policlinic visit (5 days), the duration 
of the first policlinic visit (30 minutes ), the extra time if a puncture is needed ( 5 minutes ), the duration 
for the first repeat visit (10 rninutes), and the duration of the appointment with the rheum councilor 
(45 minutes). The data extracted for the care flow do not contain data on the startand end time for the 
events. Therefore the duration of the events cannot be measured with this data. Section 6.3 will 
describe the possibility to extract performance data related to the appointments. The process discovery 
log should however contain the flow time between the modeled events. 
The plug-in that can be used to calculate the flow times is the performance analysis with Petri nets 
plug-in. As described above, the intake is not a billable event, and therefore not modeled. Therefore 
the time between the intake and other events cannot be mined from this data. Also the time between 
the first lab test and the first policlinic visit cannot be measured, because in practice the lab test 
happen after the first policlinic visit instead of before the first policlinic visit. The remaining flow 
time in the process model is the time between the first policlinic visit, and the first repeat visit. As 
described insection 5.4.3 the performance analysis with Petri net plug-in uses a Petri netto extract the 
performance measures. The resulting time between these two events is 5 weeks. Using this plug-in for 
more detailed performance measures will bedescribed insection 6.3.2. 
To get a more generic idea of the flow times and when events occur, the dotted chart analysis can be 
used. The dotted chart analysis can also be used to get an overview of the performance. Figure 29 
shows the output of the dotted chart analysis plug-in. Each row represents a DBC, while each vertical 
line represents a week time. The dots are the events in the process. The cyan dots are the repeat visits, 
the red dots are the lab tests, the yellow dots are the medica! imaging and the green dots are telephone 
consults. This picture shows that repeat visits often occur a weekor two weeks aftera lab test (red dot 
foliowed by a cyan dot). Another returning pattem that can be found is blood tests in two weeks 
interval (the evenly spaeed sequentia! red dots). lt also shows that the medica! imaging is mostly done 
in the beginning of the process (the yellow dots). Finally it shows the throughput time of the DBC's 
visually by the length ofthe first dot tothelast dot in a row, and in exact time on the right side. 
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Figure 29 Dotted Chart of the RA process 

6.2.2. Conclusion 
In order to achieve the second process mmmg objective, the process mmmg questions for this 
objective have to be answered. The first question was: do the events occur as described in the care 
paths? Comparing the mined process model with the predefined model did showed some differences. 
The physician confirmed that in practice the events occur as modeled in the mined model. The mined 
model was correct and that the i deal situation of the care path is not realized yet. 
The second question was: are the flow times in reality the same as in the care paths? Due to the 
iterative nature of the process the process model does not show the events in a sequentia! order as 
modeled in the care path models. The only way to use the performance analysis with Petri net plug-in 
was to build a simplified process model, and filter all the events which are not interesting for the 
desired performance measure. The dotted chart analysis plug-in on the can be used fora performance 
overview. This plug-in shows an overview of which events happenedon what time. Although it can 
be used to recognize pattems as modeled in the care path models and on which timeframe these 
happen, it cannot give statistics on how often the care path models were foliowed and how often the 
cases deviate from the care path models. The time between the intake and an appointment can be 
found in the performance data discussed in the next section. 

6.3. PERFORMANCE ANAL YSIS 
The third process mining objective was to examine the possibilities of performance analysis with 
process mining. The first performance measure stated in section 2.6 is the access time to healthcare. 
The current approach to calculate the access time is to look for the 1 st, 3'd and/or the 51

h free space in 
the calendar to make an appointment for a new patient. The first two free spaces are often reserved for 
emergency patients. The third free space is therefore the first available to make an appointment for 
regular patients. Although this can predict the access time, this does not give any insight on how long 
patients actually have to wait. The access time currently described on the website of the MMC is 6 
weeks9

. The maximum access time according to the "Treeknormen" is 4 weeks. The access time 
modeled in the care path model is 5 days. 

9 http ://www .mmc. nl/Si te/loader/loader.aspx?HYPERLINKID=6d52f5 cd-cc07 -469 5-a06c-c2aff5abc0db 
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6.3.1. Appointment Mutations 
To get an idea on what events are logged, the beuristics miner was used. 
The model depicted in Figure 31 was mined. With the help of the 
administrative process descriptions on the MMC intranet, the following 
description can be made for this model. In this model the start tasks 
MAKEN and KOPIEREN are distinguished, where an appointment is 
either made or copied. After this, an appointment goes to 
VERPLAATSEN and WIJZIGEN ifthe appointment is movedor just to 
WIJZIGEN when the appointment is not moved. After the appointment 
took place, the appointment is authorized. This is the arrow from 
WIJZIGEN to AUTHORISEREN. After the appointment took place, the 
appointment gets canceled or authorized for financial processing. This is 
described by an arrow that points to ANNULEREN or to FIATTEREN. 
If an appointment is canceled, the process will end. The canceled 
appointments have not taken place, hence they were canceled. Therefore 
these appointments should not be taken into account when calculating 
the access time. 15 appointments were canceled. 
If the appointment is not canceled, it is authorized for financial 
processing, so the appointment did take place. After the authorization 
for financial processing the event FIATTEREN either occurs again, or 
WIJZIGEN occur. After this step, the process will end. The LTL 

0,999 

__.<------'-;-.:,-"" 157 1 

(Linear Temporal Logic) checker confirms that all appointments follow Figure 30 Henristics Model 
this behavior of either two times FIATTEREN or FIATTEREN and of an appointment 
then WIJZIGEN. Now it is known when the mutations happen, a 
description to these mutations can be made. These are described in Table 9. Figure 31 shows a 
timeline on when typically a mutation happens to an appointment. 

M 
Make 

Table 9 Description ofthe mutation codes in the AGENDA_MUTATIE table 
Access Time 

r------, 
T I M+W I w c T/W 

I I Authorize for 
I Move I Change Authorize Finalize 
I I billing 
I I -------

Legend 

lEvent that occurs on all appointments 

.-----------------------------------, 
1 Event that occurs on moved appointments only 1 

~-----------------------------------· Figure 31 Timeline of an appointment 
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6.3.2. Access Time 
To calculate the access time, the performance analysis with Petri net plug-in is used. To use the 
analysis with Petri net plug-in, the log created in section 4.2 is used. The analysis with Petri net plug
in needs a Petri net model to analyze performance. The beuristics net created with the beuristics miner 
can be converted to a Petri net. The converted model is depicted in Figure 32. To calculate the access 
time, the time difference between the mutation type MAKEN and mutation type AUTHORISEREN 
has to be extracted. A problem occurs when the flow time between these events are measured. The 
plug-in allows selecting two events, on which the flow time will be measured. By selecting MAKEN 
and AUTHORISEREN, the flow time of only 454 out of 1949 cases are calculated. This problem has 
been described in section 5.4.3. To calculate the flow time, all events except MAKEN and 
AUTHORISEREN were filtered away. This way the flow time between these events could be 
measured. 

Figure 32 Petri net conversion of the Reuristics Model 

The "Performance Allalysis with Petri net" plug-in can give the average, minimum, and maximum 
time, and the standard deviation. For the appointments in 2007 these figures are summarized in Table 
10. ProM does not contain plug-ins for further analysis of the extracted performance data. However 
this plug-in allows exporting the waiting times for each casetoa CSV (comma separated values) file. 
This exported data can be used to make a frequency histogram (Figure 33) in for instanee Excel, 
which can give a better understanding of the distri bution of the access time. The frequency histogram 
shows two peaks, at 1 week and at 7 weeks. This first peak can be explained by emergency patients, 
while the second peak describes the mean access time. 

Cases: 19.t6 .-\cccss Time (\H'cks) 
Average 5.47 
Minimum 0.0 
Maximum 56.14 
Standard Deviation 4.23 

Table 10 Access time figures of the first approach 
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Wa~ing Times (Weeks) 

Figure 33 Frequency histogram first approach 

An alternative possibility to extract the access time is to subtract the appointment date from the 
mutation date of the creation. As these data are all in one record, this can easily be done in Excel. 
Applying this second access time calculation methad resulted in the figures shown in Table 11. As 
can be seen, the figures of the two calculation methods are nat the same. The average access time is 
higher in the second method, compared to the first method, while the standard deviation and the 
maximum are lower. Another note on the second methad is that some appointments have negative 
access time. This means that the appointments happen befare they were created. These appointments 
were entered after the patient visited the policlinic. By platting two results in a histogram the 
difference can be visualized (Figure 34). The histograms of bath calculation methods appear to be 
very similar. Looking more closely, the histogram shows that the frrst calculation methad has a 
structurallower access time (more patients with an access time under 7 weeks and fewer patients with 
an access time over 7 weeks compared to the second method). 
By examining the appointments where a difference occurs in the two calculation methods, the 
following main cause has been found. 15% (287 out of 1960 cases) ofthe cases had a different access 
time in the two calculation methods. The reason for 98% (282 out of 287) of these cases was that they 
were moved. Moving an appointment can bath shorten as lengthen the access time. On average these 
moved appointments had a 2.1 weeks shorter access time. Next to the moved appointments, the 15 
appointments that were canceled are nat taken in account in the second method. 

Access Time (\\ccks) First 1\lethod Second i\Icthod 
Averag_e 5.47 5.78 
Minimum 0.0 -0.43 
Maximum 56.14 40.14 
Standard Deviation 4.23 4.13 

Table 11 Access time comparison 
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Waiting Tirnes (Weeks) 

Figure 34 Frequency histogram of the comparison 

Both access time calculation methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The first calculation 
method is more accurate, but as there needs to be a mutation record of the appointment' s occurrence, 
this method can only be used when appointments already occurred. The first method also has more 
steps in order to perform the calculation, while the second step is more straight forward and easier to 
calculate. 

First Approach Sccond Approach 
Advantages More accurate display of the real access Easy to calculate 

time Only uses the appointment creation 
date. The appointment can be in the 
future 

Disadvantages The appointments have to be in the past Less accurate 
More steps to perform the calculation • Does not take moving appointments 

in account 

• Does not take canceling 
appointments in account 

Table 12 Advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches 

6.3.3. Conclusion 
The third process mining objective was to exarnine the possibilities of performance analysis with 
process mining. In this part a demonstration has been given on how to calculate the access time to 
care for new patients on the rheumatology department Two methods of extracting the access time 
were described. First was using ProM on the mutation records. This method shows that the beuristics 
miner can successfully be used to visualize the mutations on the appointments. It also showed the 
limitations of the "Performance Analysis with Petri net" plug-in on analyzing the time between two 
events which do not follow each other directly. This was solved by filtering away all other events. The 
second calculation method is using Excel and only using the data in the log entry of making an 
appointment. 
The two methods resulted in different results. On the same cases, the second calculation method 
resulted in higher access times, although the shape of the access times distribution was similar. 
Further research of the data showed that the reason for the difference is that appointments can be 
moved. This happened in 15% of the cases which resulted in an average of around 2 weeks shorter 
access time forthese appointments. 
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A limitation in the ProM framework was the ability to further analyze the extracted performance data. 
However the plug-in did allow exporting the data to a CSV file which can be used in virtually all 
statistica! programs. 

ÜTHER PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
The above described extraction and calculation metbod for the access time to healthcare can not only 
be applied on new patients, but also be performed on access to treatments. In that case, the selection 
criteria should not be new patient, but the type of treatment. The type of treatment is stored in the 
[CODE] column ofthe AGENDA_MUTATIE table. The requirement for this metbod is that the CS
EZIS calendar is used for the planning of the treatment. 
The described metbod is using appointments of all new patients in the rheumatology department A 
more detailed selection can be made on DBC level by linking the calendar mutation table with the 
EPISODE_DBCPER table through the FAKTUUR_ VERRICHTtableas described in Figure 20. This 
allows researching the access time for each appointment related to a DBC. 
To extract the other performance measures, the available data should be compared to the required 
information. Figure 17 shows the required time metrics and Figure 31 shows the available data. As 
can be seen the level of detail in the data is not as high as the required information. The total time a 
patient is on the policlinic can be calculated by calculating the time between WIJZIGEN and 
AUTHORIZATIE. As the assistant applies a checkmark on an appointment when the patient comes 
in, and authorizes the appointment when the patient returns from the physician. This time includes 
both the waiting time in the waiting room as the time the patient is with the physician. Separating 
these is not possible with the current registration. A possibility to calculate the processing time would 
be to use the authorization of the previous pa ti ent as the starting time for the current patient, and the 
authorization for the current patient as the end time. This way an estimation of the processing time 
could be made, with the assumption that the physician does not take breaks between patients. But to 
our knowledge there is no tool available which does this automatically. (Appendix 1.10 explains this 
calculation metbod in more detail.) 
Another application for the single record calculation could be the time a patient comes in early or late 
compared to the planned appointment time, by subtracting the mutation where the patient is confirmed 
in the calendar with the appointment time. 

6.4. CONCLUSION AND CRISP-DM EVALUATION 
Evaluating the modeling phase of the CRISP-DM methodology in this project, it does differ from the 
data mining. The cause of the difference is in the nature of the process mining probieros and the 
maturity of the used tools. Therefore the tools that were selected in the previous chapter were applied 
in this chapter to achieve the process mining objective, instead of following the CRISP-DM 
description. 
Reviewing the ability of the process mining tools to achieve the process mining objectives, it can be 
concluded that the tools are able to answer the process mining questions, although the tools could not 
always be used with the default settings, or the way they were designed to use. Returning to the 
business objectives described in section 2.2, on what information can be extracted from the existing 
data registrations, can be answered by the results ofthe described process mining objectives. 
Evaluating the used process mining tools, the ProM framework does give the possibilities to extract 
the process information, with the remarks described in this chapter. However there are some usability 
issues for this software. The following main issues have been found: 

• All steps within the ProM framework have to be done manually, There are no options to batch 
process multiple log files. 

• Log filter settings cannot be saved. Each time a new log is opened the filters have to be 
applied again. For example to add artificial start and end tasks to a log, this filter has to be 
added manually. Once applied, the filtered log can however be saved with the artificial start 
and end tasks added. 

• The results cannot be saved for future usage. For example, the performance analysis with 
Petri net plug-in is used to analyze the performance. This model cannot be saved with the 
performance data inside. The model can be saved as Petri net model or as image. But 
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extracting the model is not that time consuming, while the performance analysis takes a lot of 
time. 

• The exported heuristics net images are low resolution, which make them unreadable when 
exported. Depending on the model size, the exported image of the model not be readable. 
While with Petri nets, the exported image increase in image size, the heuristics net will be 
downsized to fit a certain image size. The only way to get decent images is to use print-screen 
of sections of the model and then stitch these images together. This makes it difficult to use 
these models in reports. 

• To be sure the mined model is correct, knowledge on how the tools work is needed. This 
complexity causes limited usability for the people who eventually make decisions on the 
mined information (a reporting environment is missing). 
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17 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this master thesis the applicability of process mining in the healthcare domain and the use of the 
CRISP-DM methodology on a process mining project have been researched. The research goals 
defined for this project were: 
Research the applicability of process mining on acquiring objective process information in the 
healthcare domain. 
Research the suitability of the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) 
frameworkon a process mining project. 
In order to achieve these goals, a case study has been done in the Máxima Medica! Centre. The 
process of rheumatoid arthritis patients was studied. First an evaluation on the process mining 
research objective is given. Then an evaluation on the CRISP-DM research objective is given. Finally 
recommendations on future research are given. 

7 .1. PROCESS MINING 
To achieve the first research objective, the following research question had to be answered: Are the 
current process mining tools suitable for obtaining objective process data to support healthcare 
process management? 
To answer this question, three process mining objectives were made. These were to find the 
possibilities to use process mining in process discovery, conformanee checking, and in performance 
analysis. 
The first process mining objective was to research the possibilities discovering the care flow of the 
rheumatoid arthritis patients. To achieve this objective a process model was minded with the 
beuristics miner. The initial result was an incomprehensible model, which was caused by the high 
amount of event classes. The beuristics miner cannot cope with this. Aggregation in the log file is 
needed, at the cost of detail. To keep the details a process mining algorithm which can cope with 
hierarchy is needed. This was not available at the moment of executing this project. Despite of this 
shortcoming of the beuristics min er, it can provide comprehensible process models which describe the 
rheumatoid arthritis patient flow. 
The second process mining objective was to confirm the discovered process model to the predefined 
care paths and to reality. The discovered process model was compared to the predefined care paths. 
This did result in some differences. The differences with the care paths were confirmed by the 
physicians. The mined model was correct, while the care paths describe the ideal situation. Process 
mining uses real data and therefore shows what really happens in the process. To check exact 
behavior, the L TL checker could be used. In order to check the time values modeled in the care paths, 
the performance analysis with Petri net plug-in and the dotted chart analysis were used. The 
performance analysis with Petri net plug-in could be used to calculate the flow time between two 
events. This however could only be done with a simplified model, and not with the mined model 
converted to a Petri net. The dotted chart gave an overview of when the events happen in the process. 
It can however not give exact statistics. The processing time for the events modeled in the care paths 
are handled in the final process mining objective. 
The final process mining objective was to examine the possibilities of performance analysis with 
process mining. Here performance was measured for an event. The performance analysis with Petri 
net plug-in was used for this purpose. A separate log file was extracted for this purpose. This log file 
contained mutations on calendar appointments. Using the performance analysis with Petri net plug-in 
resulted in the same limitations as described above. Using a simplified model retumed the access time 
for the selected appointments. The other performance analysis related plug-ins all require start and 
endevents for each event to be used. The results ofthe performance analysis showed that it is possible 
to use process mining on the current data registrations to acquire performance data. 
Returning to the research question, the current process mining tools are able to obtain objective 
process information to support healthcare process management. However there are some constraints 
with the current process mining techniques as described above. Next to these technica! constraints 
there are also usability constraints, which make the tool hard to use in a real life environment. These 
usability constraints are: All steps within the framework have to be done manually; Log filter settings 
cannot be saved; the results cannot be saved for future usage; the exported beuristics net images are 
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low resolution; to be sure the mined model is correct, knowledge on how the tools work is needed. 
These technica! constraints and usability constraints can make it difficult to implement the process 
mining tools in the current information organization. 

7 .2. CRISP-DM 
To achieve the second research objective the following question had to be answered: To which extend 
can the CRISP-DM methodology be applied on a process mining project for the support of healthcare 
process management, and what changes are needed? The CRISP-DM methodology is a methodology 
for a data rnining project and has been tested on this process rnining project. 
In the five phases executed in this project the CRISP-DM methodology is found very useful in a 
process mining project. The following conclusions can be made on the business understanding, data n 
understanding, data preparation, modeling, and evaluation phase ofthe CRISP-DM methodology. 
The business understanding phase could be executed as described in the CRISP-DM methodology. 
The data understanding phase differed from the CRISP-DM in the collection of initia! data. As for 
data mining data is usually stored in data warehouses for reporting and further analysis. The required 
data should be searched for within the data warehouse. The process rnining data is usually event logs, 
which sometimes can be found in a data warehouses, but often stored in databases of the backend of 
an information system. The remaining steps described for this phase could be used without changes. 
The data preparation phase could be executed with minor to no adjustments to the methodology. 
Apart from the different data requirement for the process rnining software, this phase could be 
executed according to the methodology.lt should be noted that the data understanding and preparation 
phase took the majority of the time in the project. During the modeling phase requirements for data 
can change. This led to iterations back to the data preparation phase. 
The modeling phase did differ from the CRISP-DM methodology. The methodology is very brief on 
the selection of the modeling tools. The remaining steps are also based on the use of data mining 
tools. Therefore an exploratory approach was used for this phase. The process mining tools were 
assessed on their usability to answer the process mining questions. Then the tools which were able to 
answer the process rnining questions were used and the results of these tools were assessed. A reason 
for the brief explanation of the tool selection can be the maturity of the respective tools. The process 
mining tools are still in the research phase, while a lot of data rnining tools are comrnercially available 
and used. 
Returning to the second research question it can be concluded that the CRISP-DM methodology is 
very useful for executing a process mining project, despite the difference in the modeling phase. In 
executing the methodology there were only minor deviations. The modeling phase deviated more 
because the nature of the problems is slightly different, and the process mining tools are not mature 
enough. 

7 .3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this thesis the possibilities of using process mining in the healthcare has been researched, and the 
applicability of the CRISP-DM data mining framework on a process mining project have been 
studied. Concluded was that process rnining can be used to obtain objective information from existing 
data registrations and the CRISP-DM can be used as a framework to perform such a project. However 
using CRISP-DM on this project bas its limitations, and limitations ofthe used tools have been found, 
which can be used for future research. 
First of all this project was executed in one hospita!. This hospita! uses a eertaio information system. 
The applied metbod and analysis might not work in other hospitals, although hospitals in the 
Netherlands are obligated to register DBC's. As the major part ofthe event log was created using the 
DBC event registrations, this should be available in all Dutch hospitals. Only more details on these 
events, such as the time of the events, and the mutations on the appointments are information system 
specific. These can differ in different hospitals. 
The CRISP-DM methodology is also only tested on one project. It is therefore hard to generalize this 
to all process mining projects. For the modeling phase, an exploratory approach was chosen. When 
the tools mature, this might not be needed anymore. A more structured way to do the modeling phase 
canthen be done, as described in the CRISP-DM methodology. 
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Next there are some limitations on the process mining tools. The process discovery tools cannot use 
preexisting data hierarchy to model a process model. Even when the algorithm is aware of hierarchy 
in the data, it will try to find the hierarchy instead of using hierarchy data. An improverneut would be 
to extend an existing process mining algorithm to use this data. 
For the performance measuring, it is found that existing process mining tools cannot extract useful 
performance data from complex process models. The tools that do extract performance data either 
need structured models, or start and end event timestamps. 
Finally performance measuring using data from multiple cases is not possible and might be interesting 
to study. This allows the extraction of the process times for patients with the current event 
registrations, assuming no breaks are taken between patients. 
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Semantic Organizational Miner 
http://tabu.tm.tue.nl/wiki/semanticorganizationalminer?s=semantic%20organizational%20miner 
(Accessed on 30 July 2008) 

Session Analysis 
http://tabu.tm.tue.nVwiki/sessionanalysis (Accessed on 30 July 2008) 

MMC waiting times 
http://www.mmc.nVSite/loader/loader.aspx?HYPERLINKID=6d52f5cd-cc07-4695-a06c
c2aff5abcOdb (Accessed on 1 December 2008) 
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11 APPENDIX 

1.1. CRISP-DM METHODOLOGY 

1.1.1. Business understanding 
The first phase in the CRISP-DM methodology is the business understanding. This phase consistsof 
four steps: determine business objectives; assess situation; determine data rnining goals; and produce 
project plan. 

DETERMINE BUSINESS OBJECTIVES 
The first step in the business understanding phase is the determination of the business objectives. In 
this step a thorough understanding will be gained of the objectives from a business perspective. The 
first step contains three deliverables. These are: background; business objectives; and business 
success criteria. 
The first deliverable is the background. This part will describe background information on the 
Máxima Medica! Centre and the rheumatology department in terms of organization, business situation 
and resources. 
The second deliverable is business objective. This part will describe the primary objective in the 
process rnining project from a business perspective. 
The third deliverable is the business success criteria. This part will describe which outcome is desired 
fora successful process rnining project from the business point of view .. 

ÄSSESS SITUATION 
The second step in the business understanding phase is assessing the situation. In this step the 
resources, constraints, and assumptions that apply to this project will he described. The second step 
contains five deliverables. These are inventory of resources; requirements, assumptions and 
constraints; risks and contingencies; terminology; and cost and benefits. 
The first deliverable is the inventory of resources. This part will describe which data sourees are 
available, what hardware and software will be used, and how the personnel sourees described in the 
background can be useful for this project. 
The second deliverable is the requirements, assumptions and constraints. This will describe the data 
requirements, the assumptions made, and the constraints for this project. 
The third deliverable is the risks and contingencies. This will contain a list of risks involved in this 
project which could lead to delay or failure of this project, and contingencies to avoid or minimize the 
impact of these risks. 
The fourth deliverable is the terminology. This contains the descriptions of terminology used in this 
report. The terminology of both process mining and relevant business terminology are descri bed. This 
deliverable can be found after the table of contentsin the beginning ofthis report. 
The final deliverable is the costs and benefits. This contains the cost and benefit analysis for the 
project. 

DETERMINE DATA MINING GOALS 
The third step in the business understanding phase is determining data mining goals. In this step the 
business goals will be translated into data mining, or in this case process mining goals. This step 
contains two deliverables: data mining goals, and data mining success criteria. 
The first deliverable is the data mining goals. This contains the intended outputs of the project that 
enables the achievement of the business objectives. The second deliverable is the data rnining success 
criteria. Here the criteriafora successful outcome to the project in technica! terms will be described. 

PRODUCE PROJECT PLAN 
The final step in the business understanding phase is the project plan. Here the planning is done on 
how the business goals can be achieved. The final step is divided into two deliverables. These 
deliverables are: the project plan, and the initia! assessment of tools and techniques 
The first deliverable is the project plan. This is a list of phases that will be executed in the project and 
when they are executed. This de scription of the research methodology will serve as project plan. This 
will therefore not be done again in the business understanding phase. 
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The second deliverable is the initial assessment of tools and techniques. This contains a list of the 
tools and techniques that will he used in this project. 

1.1.2. Data understanding 
The second phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the data onderstanding. This phase consists of 
four steps: collect initial data; describe data; explore data; and verify data quality. The data 
onderstanding phase will be done on all data sourees foond in the resources part of the business 
onderstanding phase. For each step in the data onderstanding phase there is one deliverable. 

COLLEGT INITIAL DATA 
The first step in the data onderstanding phase is the collection of initial data. This part will describe 
how the data is acquired from the data sourees described in the business onderstanding and what 
selection criteria were used to acquire the data. 

DESCRIBE DATA 
The second step in the data onderstanding phase is the description of data. Here the initial data 
acquired in the previous step will he described. This will be done by descrihing the data fields and the 
data types. Also basic information as number of records and relations between tables will he described 
here. 

EXPLORE DATA 
The third step in the data onderstanding phase is the exploration of data. In this step the data will be 
explored. Key information on the data will he discovered. For example which data belongs together, 
on what fields can aggregation he done, and simple statistics on the data characteristics. 

VERIFY DATA QUALITY 
The final step in the data onderstanding phase is the verification of the data quality. In this step the 
data will he checked on features like: is the data complete? Does the data contain errors, and if so how 
common are they? Are there missing values in the data? If so, how to cope with these missing values? 

1.1.3. Data preparation 
The third phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the data preparation. This phase consists of five 
steps: select data; clean data; construct data; integrate data; and format data. The data set (log file) and 
data set descriptions are the outputs ofthis phase used by the rnadeling phase. 

SELECT DATA 
The first step in the data preparation phase is the selection of data. Here the decision has to he made 
on which data will he used and why this data is selected. The selection criteria applies on both the 
data attributes (columns) as the selection of records (rows) in the tables. 

CLEAN DATA 
The second step in the data preparation phase is the cleaning of data. To raise the quality of the data, 
missing values can he estimated, or inserted from other sources. This part reports on what actions are 
taken to clean the data. 

CONSTRUCT DATA 
The third step in the data preparation phase is the construction of data. This part will describe the 
combination of data attributes and the creation of new records as needed. Therefore there are two 
deliverables for this step: the derived attributes and the generated records. 

INTEGRATE DATA 
The fourth step in the data preparation phase is the integration of data. If data is extracted from 
multiple tables they need to he merged. In this step the data acquired from multiple tables will he 
merged. The deliverable will be the merged data. 

FORMATDATA 
The last step in the data preparation phase is the formatting of data. In this step the data will he 
reformatted to suit the needs for the rnadeling tool. In this case the hospital data will he converted to 
the MXML (Mining XML) format, which can be read by the ProM framework. 
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Although this phase consists of five steps, these steps do nothave to be done sequentially. 

1.1.4. Modeling (Process Mining) 
The fourth phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the modeling. This phase consist of four steps: 
select modeling technique; generate test design; build model; and assess model. 

SELECT MODELING TECHNIQUE 
The first step in the modeling phase is the selection of a modeling technique. For each specific goal a 
modeling technique can be chosen. The deliverables for this step are the description and settings for 
the modeling technique; and the modeling assumptions for this technique. 

GENERA TE TEST DESIGN 
The second step in the modeling phase is the generation of the test design. Here a description on how 
the model is build, tested and evaluated will be given. 

BUILD MODEL 
The third step in the modeling phase is the building of the model. In this step the actual model is build 
using the modeling tool. This is the step in which the process mining takes place. The deliverables for 
this steps are the parameter settings, which list the parameters chosen for the modeling tool; the 
models, which are the actual models resulting from the modeling tool; and the model descriptions, 
which describes and interprets the model. 

ÄSSESS MODEL 
The final step in the modeling phase is the assessment of the model. In this step the model will be 
assessed from a technica! point of view. Is the model result technically correct according to the used 
data? The deliverable for this part is the model assessment, and the revised parameter settings to 
improve the model. 

1.1.5. Evaluate 
The fifth phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the evaluation. This phase consists of three steps: 
evaluate results, review process, and deterrnine next steps. 

EVALUATE RESULTS 
The first step in the evaluation phase is evaluating the results. In this step the models will be evaluated 
on the business objectives. The extracted models will be discussed with the domain experts. The 
deliverables for this step are the assessment of data mining results, and the approved models. 

REVIEW PROCESS 
The second step in the evaluation phase is reviewing the process. In this step the project will be 
reviewed and possible missed steps will be discussed. 

DETERMINE NEXT STEPS 
The final step of the evaluation phase is determining the next steps. In this step the possible actions 
that can be taken after this project will be determined. 

1.1.6. Deployment 
The final phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is the deployment. This phase consist of four steps: 
Plan deployment; plan monitoring and maintenance; produce final report; andreview project. 

PLAN DEPLOYMENT 
The first step in the deployment phase is to plan the deployment. In this step a plan is made to deploy 
the data mining results into the business. 

PLAN MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE 
The second step in the deployment phase is to plan monitoring and maintenance. In this step a plan is 
made to monitor and rnaintaio the data mining results, to make sure the models stay correct and up to 
date. 
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PRODUCE FINAL REPORT 
The third step in the deployment phase is producing the final report. In this step the fmal report will 
be written. This step will also contain the final presentation. 

REVIEW PROJECT 
The final step of the deployment phase is reviewing the project. In this step a reflection is made on 
what went right and what could be improved. 
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1.2. SAMPLE CARE REGISTRATION DATA 
preferentnr Geslacht Leeftijdsgroep Zorgtype ZorgtypeOmschrijving Diagnosecode Behandelcode BehandelOmschrijving 

Code CodeLandelijk Intern Intern 
01013934030 V 65 t!m 74 jaar 21 Vervolg 101 111 Poliklinisch 

01015085243 V 45 t!m 64 jaar 21 Vervolg lOl 114 Enkelv poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t!m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg !OI lil Poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t!m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg !OI lil Poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t!m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg lOl lil Poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t!m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg !OI lil Poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t/m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg lOl lil Poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t/m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg 101 lil Poliklinisch 

01017272210 V 30 t!m 44 jaar 12 Spoedeisende zorg !OI lil Poliklinisch 

dbcnummer dbcbegindatum dbceinddatum dbcstatus Verrichting deelcode decloms DBC 
datum specialisme 

0001046536 27-04-2007 25-04-2008 Gefactureerd 27-04-2007 140510 21 polikliniek I 03 REU 

0000989258 02-02-2007 01-02-2008 Gefactureerd 02-02-2007 140713 11/21 ENKELVOUDIG POLIKLINIEK REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 15-09-2007 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070116 Ureum REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 15-09-2007 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070402 Glucose Galactose-tolerantie REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 15-09-2007 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070419 Kreatinine REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 15-09-2007 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070442 Natrium REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 15-09-2007 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070443 Kalium REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 15-09-2007 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070489 ASA T, SGOT, transaminase REU 

0001148061 15-09-2007 25-04-2008 Gefactureerd 15-09-2007 070689 C-reactive proteïnen (CRP) REU 

ArtsType Artsgroep Uitvoerend Uitvoerend Specialisme Uitvoerder PonsNaam Aanvragend Aanvragend Aanvragend 
maatschap specialisme omschrijving code maatschap specialisme artscode 

interne specialist REU-M REU reumatologie 18007 Vhs REU-M REU 18007 

interne specialist REU-M REU reumatologie 18003 Wgt REU-M REU 18003 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 

interne specialist - KCH klinische chemie 97001 Nietingevuld REU-M REU 18010 
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1.3. DESCRIPTION DBC CODES FOR RHEUMATOLOGY 

DBC Typeringslijst Reumatologie 0324 

Typeringslijst per I januari 2008, 
V20071201 

Initiële DBC 
11 Reguliere zorg 

13 Intercollegiaal consult 

Vervolg DBC 
21 Vervolg 

Traject 
51 Traject interne ondersteuning 

Traject 
000 Traject 

Artritiden 

101 Reumatoïde artritis 
102 Artritis psoriatica (vnl. perifeer) 

103 Jicht (artritis urica) 
104 CPPD I overige kristalartritis 
105 Reactieve artritis 
106 Acuut reuma I post strept. artritis 
107 Artritis/sacroiliitis bij inflammatoire 

darmaandoening 
108 Lyme artritis - Borreliose 
109 Bacteriele artritis 
110 Parvo virus infectie 
111 Overige infectieuze artritis 
112 Juveniele Idiopathische Artritis 
113 Palindroom reuma 
114 Still's disease, Adult onset 
115 Mono artritis 
116 Oligo artritis 
117 Polyartritis 
118 Synovitis villonodularis pigmentosa 

Inflammatoire rugaandoening 

201 Spondylitis ankylopoetica 

202 Artritis psoriatica (vnl. axiaal) 
203 Spondylartropathie niet 

gedifferentiëerd 

301 
302 
303 

304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 

314 
315 

316 
317 

318 
319 

399 

401 
402 

403 
404 
405 

501 
502 
503 
599 

601 
602 

603 

604 
605 

606 

699 

Systeemaandoeningen 
SLE 701 
Cutane LE 702 
Lupus like I antifosfolipiden s. 703 

CREST syndroom 704 
Sclerodermie 705 
MCTD 706 
Poly- I Dermatomyositis 707 
M. Sjogren 708 
PMR 709 
Arteriitis temporalis 710 
PAN I micro se. polyangiitis 711 
M. Wegener 712 
Sarcoïdose 713 

Erythema nodosum 714 
Amyloidose (primair/secundair) 715 

Polychondritis, recidiverend 716 
M. Bcheet 717 

M. Takayasu 718 
S. van Churg-Strauss 719 

Overige vaculitis/systeemziekten 720 

Degeneratieve aandoeningen 
Axiaal (wervelkolom) 801 
Perifeer - handen 802 

Perifeer - heupen I knieen 803 
Perifeer - elders 804 
Polyartrose 

Weke delen aandoeningen 000 
Bursitis of tendinitis - steriel 
Bursitis of tendinitis - infectieus 111 
Schouder problematiek 112 
Overige weke delen aandoeningen 113 

114 
Osteoporose I botziekten 
Osteoporose - primair 211 
Osteoporose - secundair 212 

M. Paget 213 

Aseptische botnecrose 
Sternoclaviculaire hyperostose 311 

DISH 312 

Overige botziekten 313 

411 
412 

413 

-vu-

Overige diagnosen 
Artralgie en/ofmyalgie 
Artropathie bij endocriene ziekte 
Carp.Tunnel Syndroom I ov. 
entrapment 
CCCS I cervicobrachialgie 
Dupuytren I andere fibromatose 
Enthesopathie 
Fibromyalgie 
Hemochromatose 
Hernia nuclei pulposi 
Hypermobiliteit 
Hypertrofische osteoartropathie 
Kanaalstenose en! of spondylolisthesis 
Lumbago I (pseudo-)radiculair 
syndroom 
Ochronose 
Pijn/ Artropathie tgv maligne 
aandoening 
Raynaud fenomeen 
Reflexdystrofie I Sympatische 
Dystrofie 
Spondylodiscitis I Osteomyelitis 
Statische klachten I 
Houdingsafwijkingen 
Psoriasis 

Restgroep diagnosen 
Overige reumatologische diagnosen 
Geen diagnose 

Een niet-reumatologische diagnose 
ree 

., 

Traject 

Poliklinisch 
Met dagopname(n) 
Met klinische episode(n) 
Enkelvoudig poliklinisch conservatief 

Cytostaticaverstrekking poliklinisch 
Cytostaticaverstrekking met 
dagopame(n) 
Cytostaticaverstrekking met klinische 
episode(n) 

Biologieals (subcutaan/intramusculair) 
poliklinisch 
Biologieals (subcutaan/intramusculair) 
met dagopname(n) 
Biologieals (subcutaan/intramusculair) 
met klinische episode(n) 

Biologieals (intraveneus) poliklinisch 
Biologieals (intraveneus) met 
dagopname(n) 
Biologieals (intraveneus) met 
klinische episode(n) 



1.4. CONVERTING LOGS TO MXML WITH PROMlMPORT 
To convert an event log to the MXML format used by ProM, a MS Access file has to be made with 
four tables. These tables should contain the fields depicted in Figure 35 and described in Table 
13Table 24. The fields can be of any data type except for the Timestamp in the Audit_Trail_Entries 
table. This has to be of the data type Timestamp (in Access: Date/Time). Another requirement is that 
the foreign key in another table has to be of the same data type as the primary key it links to. So the 
data type of PI-ID field in the Process_Instances table should be the same as the PI-ID field in the 
Data_ Attributes _Process _ Instances. Finally the fields in the tables have to be in the exact order as 
displayed in Figure 35. The four tables may be either Tables or Queries. 

Process_lnstances 
Data_Attributes_Process_lnstances 

-PI-10 
-PI-10 
-Oescription 

-Name 

1..1 0 .. • -Value 

1..1 

0 . .* 

Audit_ Traii_Entries 

-ATE-10 Data_Attributes_Audit_ Traii_Entries 
-PI-10 

-ATE-10 
-WFMEit 
-EventType 

-Name 

-Timestamp 1..1 0 . .* -Value 

-Originator 

Figure 35 Access database structure for the ProM generic import plug-in 

"'amr Drscription 
Table Name Process Instances Table with all process instances 
ColurnName PI-ID Instanee identifier 

Description Description of the instanee 
_{_op_tionaD 

Table Name Data Attributes Process Instances Table with data linked to an instanee 
ColurnName PI-ID Linked instanee 

Name Label of the data 
Value Value of the data 

Table Name Audit Trail Entries Table with all events 
ColurnName ATE-ID Audit Trail Entry ID 

PI-ID Instanee nurnber linked to the entry 
WFMElt Description of the event 
EventType Type of event, e.g. Start 
Timestamp_ Date/Time of execution of the event 
Originator Executing person or machine 

Table Name Data Attributes Audit Trail Entries Table with data linked to an event 
ColurnName ATE-ID Event linked to the data 

Name Label of the data 
Value Value ofthe data 

Table 13 Database tables needed for conversion to MXML with the generic ProMimport plug-in 

1.4.1. Example 
In this example the care registration data will be converted to a MXML log. The supplied data can be 
found in Table 14. This data is imported in MS Access from a MS Excel file and given a table name, 
for example "Import_ Data". 
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Supplil·d Data 1\1:\1\IL lkscription Format 
Preferentnr Patient ID Numeric 11 digits 
GeslachtCode Sex M I V (Male I 

Female) 
Leeftijdsgroep Age group Categorized: 

"15 to 29 years" 
"30 to 44 years" 
"45 to 64 years" 
"65 to 74 years" 
"75 years and older" 

ZorgtypeCodeLandelijk Type of care (Code) Numeric 2 digits 
11 Regular Care 
12 Emergency Care 
21 Continuation Care 

ZorgtypeOmschrti vin_g_ 1'ype of care _illescrh>_tionJ Text 
Diagnosecodeintern Type of diagnosis 1 0 1 (Rheumatoid 

Arthritis) 
Behandelcodeintern Type of treatment Numeric 3 digits 
BehandelOmschrijving Description of the treatment Text 
dbcnummer PI-ID DBC number, unique ID for a certain patient Numeric 10 digits 

with a certain diagnosis and treatment 
combination 

dbcbegindatum Date ofDBC opening Date 
dbceinddatum Date ofDBC closing Date 
dbcstatus Record status (Billed and Closed) Gefactureerd 

Gesloten 
verrichtingdatum Timestamp Date of execution task Date 
deelcode Taskievent code Numeric 6 digits 

or Text 
decloms WFMElt Taskievent description Text 
DECspecialisme Medical specialization where the DBC belon_gs to REU 
ArtsType Type of physician Text 
Artsgroep Physician group Blank 
uitvoerendmaatschap Executing medical group Text 
uitvoerendspecialisme Executing medica! ~ecialization Text 
Specialismeomschrijving Description of execution medica! specialization Text 
uitvoerdercode Originator Executing personnel code Numeric 5 digits 
PonsNaam Abbreviated Physician Name Text 
aanvragendmaatschap Requesting medical group Text 
aanvragendspecialisme Requesting medica! specialization Text 
aanvrcalendarrtscode Requesting Physician Code Numeric 5-6 digits 

Table 14 Care registration data 

First to create the Process_Instances table a PI-ID is needed, and a description for this PI-ID. This 
table should contain all possible process instances. As no description was ebasen for the process an 
empty string is used. The distinct entries ofthe dbcnummer field are used as PI-ID. 

'IS Acn•ss SQL Qucr~ for th(.• Proccss _I nstanccs Tahlc 
SELECT DISTINCT [dbcnummer] AS [PI-ID], ' 'AS [Des cription] 

FROM [Import Data] 

Next the Data Attributes Process Instances table will be created. This table contains three fields: - -
"PI-ID", which contains the DBC number where the data belongs to, "name", which contains the 
name of the data, and "value", which contains the data value. However it is possible to add data to a 
process instance, there is limited use for it in PraM. Including data will also increase the time to 
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convert the log with PraMimport from a few seconds to over 10 minutes. Therefore an empty table is 
made with these three columns. 

table in Access with the following columns: 

Next the Audit_Trail_Entries table will be created. This table contains six fields: ATE-ID, PI-ID, 
WFMElt, EventType, Times tamp, and Originator. The A TE-ID should contain a unique id for each 
record, and each event with a higher ATE-ID occurs after a lower ATE-ID in the same process 
instance. This process instanee is stared in PI-ID. Because the data does not contain an ATE-ID, this 
has to be added. First the data hast to be sorted on the timestamp. Now an auto increment can be 
added. The other fields can be linked to the supplied data. 

First open the Import_Data table. Sort the table on the timestamp. Then edit the table to add a field 
ATE-ID with an auto increment as value. Now the Audit Trail Entries table can be made with the 
following query. 

SQL Qurr~· for the Audit_ Traii_Entri<.•s Tahlr 
SELECT [ATE_ID), [dbcnummer) AS [PI-ID), [decloms) AS [WFMElt], 
'complete' AS [EventType), [verrichtingdatum) AS [timestamp), 
[uitvoerdercode) AS [Originator] 

FROM [Import Data) 

Finally the Data_Attributes_Audit_Trail_Entries table will be created. This table contains three fields: 
"ATE-ID", which contains the DBC number where the data belongs to, "name", which contains the 
name of the data, and "value", which contains the data value. Ho wever it is possible to add data to an 
audit trail entry, there is limited use for it in ProM. Therefore an empty table is made with these three 
columns. 

table in Access with the following columns: 

Now we have a MS Access file with the four required tables. To open this file in the ProM import 
framework, an ODBC conneetion to this file is needed. To set up an ODBC conneetion toa Microsoft 
Access database the following steps are needed: 

1. Open the "Control Panel" window by clicking on "Start/Setting/Control Panel". 
2. Double-click "Administrative Tools". 
3. Double-click "Data Sourees (ODBC)". 
4. Select the tab "System DSN". 
5. Click on the button "Add ... " on the "System DSN" tab. 
6. Select "Driver to Microsoft Access (*.mdb)" and click the button "Finish". 
7. In the next window ("ODBC Microsoft Access Setup") a name for the data source: "Data 

Souree Name". 
8. Click on the button "Select..." to inform where the Microsoft Access database is located, and 

on the button "Advanced ... " to set up the "Usemame" and "Password" to be able to access this 
database. 

Now the PraMimport framework can be used. First on the left side the MS Access database has to be 
chosen as filter. Now on the right side the following parameters can be set. 

1. DbDriver: Default setting is set to the MS Access ODBC driver, no change needed. 
2. DbUser: ODBC database usemame as chosen inthelast step ofthe ODBC setup. 
3. DbPassword: ODBC database password as chosen inthelast step ofthe ODBC setup. 
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4. DbHostUrl: change to: "jdbc:odbc:[database name]" where [database name] should be 
changed to the namechosen in step 7 ofthe ODBC setup. 

5. ProcesslnstancesTableName: the name ofthe ProcessInstances table in the MS Access 
database. 

6. AtesTableName: the name ofthe Audit Trail Entries table in the MS Access database. 
7. AttrPiTableName: the name ofthe Data Attributes table for the ProcessInstances in the MS 

Access database. 
8. AttrAteTableName: the name ofthe Data Attributes table name for the Audit Trail Entries in 

the MS Access database. 
start. This will result in a MXML 

~ Adept Demons1rator 

~ MXMLPipe 

~ Apache2 

~ Test Driller 

~cvs 

~ PeopleSort 

~ Subliersion 

~ Staffware 

Figure 36 ProMimport Framework 

1.4.2. Reference 
http:/ /ProM. win. tue.nVresearchlwiki/ medialtools/msaccessdatabasetutorial v2.zip 
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1.5. CS-EZIS TABLE DESCRIPTIONS 
Calendar Items and Calendar Mutations 
Table: [AGENDA_AFSPRAAK] and [AGENDA_MUTATIE] 
(Tables have the same structure) 
FieldName Reference to other table Format 
IAFSPRAAKNRI nvarchar(l 0) 
[DATUM] datetime 
!TIJD] nvarchar 5}_ 
fCONSULTNRl FAKTUUR VERRICHT:REFNUMMER nvarchar( I 0) 
[AGENDA] AGENDA AGENDA: AGENDA nvarchar( 6) 
[SUBAGENDA] AGENDA SUBAGEND: SUBAGENDA nvarchar 6) 
[PATIENTNR] PATJENT PATIENT: PATIENTNR nvarchar 13) 
[AFSPTYPE] nvarchar I) 
[COMBINR] nvarchar JO) 
fiNVOERDAT] datetime 
fDOORWIEl ZISCON USER: CODE nvarchar(8) 
fTERMIJN] n varehar 4l_ 
[OMSCHRJ nvarchar(50) 
[CODE) AGENDA AFSPCODE: CODE nvarchar(6) 

(and AGENDA=AGENDA) 
fDUURl int 
[DIAGNOSE] nvarchar 20) 
[CONSTYPE] nvarchar( I) 
[NIEUWDECL] nvarchar(2) 
[ONTBRREDEN] nvarchar(l) 
[KLINPOLI] nvarchar(l) 
[AANVRAGER] nvarchar( 6) 
fUITVOERDER] nvarchar( 6) 
fMOBILITEITl nvarchar 2l_ 
[VOLDAANl nvarchar I) 
[VERPLREDENl nvarchar(2) 
[LOKATIE] nvarchar(2) 
[AUTODAT] datetime 
[FAKTDAT] datetime 
[LAZRDAT] datetime 
[FAKTSTATUS] nvarchar( I) 
[LAZRSTA TUS] nvarchar( I) 
fEPBl nvarchar( I) 
fMUTDAT] datetime 
fMUTTIJDl nvarchar(J I) 
fMUTWIEl nvarchar 3}_ 
IMUTTYPEl nvarchar I)_ 
fMEMOl ntext 

.[EPISODEl nvarchar( I 0) 
[LISTCODES] ntext 
[AANKOMST] nvarchar( 5) 
[OPROEP] nvarchar(5) 
[VERTREK] nvarchar(5) 
fSTATUS] n varchar(l) 
fGROEPSNRl nvarchar(l 0) 
fHERHAALNRl nvarchar I Ol_ 

[KOPPELNR] nvarchar I 0) 
[BEHANDID] nvarchar I 0) 
[HOOFDBEHID] nvarchar 6) 
[DUURDIRECT] int 
[DIRCHECKED] nvarchar(l) 

Calendar Main Categories (Departments) 
Table: fAGENDA AGENDA] 
Field Name Format 
LAGENDM nvarchar(6) 
[NAAM] nvarchar(30) 
[OMSCHR] nvarchar(50) 
[SET AGENDA] nvarchar(2) 
[STDTOEGANG] bit 
[REGSUTIJD] bit 
fAUTOWACHT] smallint 
fKOSTENPLl nvarchar(5) 
[TARAFDl nvarchar(4) 
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[FAKTUREREN] bit 
[LAZRl bit 
[VIRTUEEL] bit 
IEINDEDAT] datetime 

Sub Calendar's (Persons, and sub departments) 
Table: [AGENDA SUBAGEND] 
Field Name Format 
!SUBAGENDA] nvarchar(6) 
[AGENDA] nvarchar( 6) 
[NAAM] nvarchar(30) 
[VOLGNUMMER] smallint 
[OMSCHRl nvarchar( 50) 
[LOCATIE] nvarchar(2) 
[ARTSCODE] nvarchar( 6) 
[LENER] nvarchar( 6) 
[UNITNR] nvarchar(3) 
[KLEUR] nvarchar(20) 
[BEGINDAT] datetime 

. [EINDEDA Tl datetime 
[KOSTENPL] nvarchar( 5) 
[TARAFD] nvarchar( 4) 
[TARHON] nvarchar( 4) 
[AUTODAT] datetime 
[FAKTUREREN] bit 
[LAZRl bit 
[SPECCODEl nvarchar( 5) 
[GGZ] bit 
[RESTYPID] nvarchar( 1 0) 

Appointment Description 
Table: [AGENDA AFSPCODE] 
Field Name Format 
lAGENDAl nvarchar( 6) 
[CO DEl nvarchar( 6) 
[SUBAGENDA] nvarchar( 6) 
[OMSCHR] nvarchar(50) 
[DUUR] int 
[MINDUUR] int 
[CONSTYPE] nvarchar(l) 
[PATINFOl nvarchar( I 0) 
[USERINFOl ntext 
[MAXTERMIJN) nvarchar( 4) 
[ACTSJABL] nvarchar( 1 0) 
[KLEUR] float 
[VERVALLEN] bit 
[KOSTENPL] nvarchar(5) 

Physicians 
Table: ICSZISLIB ARTS] 
Field Name Reference to other table Format 
[ARTSCODE) nvarcha_r(6}_ 
[ZOEKCODE] nvarchar 6) 
[ZORGVSOORT] nvarchar 2) 
[SIGCODEl nvarchar(5) 
[LISZCODE] nvarchar 6 
I ARTSTYPE I CSZISLIB ARTSTYPE: CODE nvarchan I 
!SPECIALISMI CSZISLIB SPEC: SPECCODE nvarchar 5 

JARTSGROEPl nvarchar 6 
IPONSNAAMl nvarchar(30) 
[ACHTERNAAM] nvarchar(30) 
[VOORVOEGA] nvarchar( I 0) 
[MEISJESNAA) nvarchar(30) 
[VOORVOEGM] nvarchar I 0) 
[VOORLETTER] nvarchar( 5) 
[ROEPNAAM] nvarchar(20) 
[AANHEF] nvarchar(30) 
[TITELS] nvarchar( 5) 
[GESLACHT] nvarchar( I) 
[GEBDATl datetime 
[INSTANTIE] nvarchar(6) 
[ADRES] nvarchar(30) 
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[POSTCODE] nvarchar(7) 
[WOONPLAATS] nvarchar(30) 
fLAN Dl nvarchar(3) 
fTELEFOONll nvarchar(20) 
fTYPETELil nvarchar( I) 
fTELEFOON2] nvarcha!{20}_ 
fTYPETEL2l nvarcha!{U 
[FACTTBI] bit 
[TBICODE] nvarchar( 6) 
[REKCODE] nvarchar( I 0) 
fHONKLINPOLl nvarchar(l) 
[HONZFPARTl nvarchar(l) 
fHONBEGINl datetime 
fHONEINDEl datetime 
fDIENSTVERB] nvarchatf42 
[VERVALLEN] bit 
[BEGINDAT] datetime 
fEINDEDATl datetime 
fFUNCTIEl nvarchar(25) 
fOPNAMEARTSl bit 
fHUISNRl nvarcha!{l 02_ 
fFUNCTIECODl nvarchar_(2} 
[BEROEP] nvarchar(20) 
[UZINR] nvarchar(9) 
fROLE] nvarchar(6) 

Pbysician Types 
Table: fCSZISLIB ARTSTYP E] 
Field Name Format 
!Code] nvarchar(l) 
[OMSCHR] nvarchar(30) 

Specialization Codes 
Table: fCSZISLIB SPEC] 
Field Name Format 
I SPECCOD El nvarchar(5) 
fOMSCHRl nvarchar( 50) 
[COTGCODEl smallint 
fSIGCODEl nvarchar(20) 
I AANTKKMAANl int 
fFUNCTIEl nvarchar(25) 
IHOOFDSPEC] nvarchar( 5) 
[ERKEND] nvarchar(l) 
[DBCUITV] nvarchar(6) 
[REK CODE] nvarchar(l 0) 
[ZORGVSOORT] nvarchar(2) 

Medica) Episodes 
Table: [EPISODE EPISODE] 
Field Name Format 
fEPISODEl nvarchar(l 0) 
fPA TIENTNR l nvarchar(l3) 
[OMSCHR] nvarchar( 50) 
[SPECIALISM] nvarchar( 5) 
[BEGINDAT] DATETIME 
[EINDDAT] DATETIME 
fVERWIJSNR] nvarchar(l 0) 
[LOCATIE] nvarchar( I) 

Treatment Codes 
Table: [EPISODE BEHCODEl 
FieldName Format 
[SPECIALISM] nvarchar( 5) 
[CODE] nvarchar(l 0) 
[DATUM] datetime 
fOMSCHRIJVl nvarchar(30) 
fAANLCODEl nvarchar(I 0) 
fEINDDA TUMl datetime 
fZOEKCODEl nvarchar(I 0) 
fGROEPCODEl nvarchar(l 0) 
fiSGROEPl bit 
[LANGEOMSCH] ntext 
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Episode DBC link 
Table: [EPISODE DBCPERl 
FieldName Reference to other table Format 
[EPISODE] EPISODE EPISODE:EPISODE nvarchar(l 0) 
[DBCNUMMER] FAKTUUR VERRICHT:CASENR nvarchru'(l 0)_ 
[SPECIALISM] nvarchar(5) 
[DBCTYPERIN] nvarchar(7) 
[BEGINDATl datetime 
[EINDDATl datetime 

JCHRONISCHl bit 
[UITVOERDER} CSZISLIB ARTSTYPE: CODE nvarchar(6) 
[OMSCHR] nvarchar(50) 
[AFSLUIT] nvarchar(2l_ 
[ZORGTYPE] nvarchar(2)_ 
[ZORGVRAAG] nvarchar(IO) 
IHOOFDDIAG] nvarchar(l 0) 
[SAMENDIAG] nvarchar( I 0) 
[BEHCODEl nvarchar(l 0) 
[FAKTUURDAT] datetime 
[START] bit 
[INGBEH] nvarchar(l O_l_ 
[LOCATIE] nvarchar( I) 
[TMPBEHCODE] nvarchar( I 0) 
[STATUS] nvarchar( I) 
[DECLCODEl nvarchar( 6) 
[VERZEKERINl nvarchar( 6) 
[MEDIND] nvarchar(l) 
[VALIDATIE] nvarchar( I 0) 
[HOOFDDBC] nvarchar( I 0)_ 
[SOORTDBC] nvarchar( I) 
[TYPEDBC] nvarchar(l) 
[ONGEVAL] nvarchar(l) 

Events 
Table: [FAKTUUR VERRICHTJ 
Field Name Reference to other table Format 

liDI FAKTUUR VERRSEC: lD nvarchar( I 0) 
[STATUS] int 
(PA TIENTNRI PA TIENT PA TIENT: PA TIENTNR nvarchar(13) 
[DATUM] datetime 
[EINDDA TUMl datetime 
[LOCATIE] n varchar( I ) 

JAFDELINGl nvarchar( 4) 
[UITVOERDER] CSZISLIB ARTS: ARTSCODE nvarchar( 6) 
[AANVRAGER] CSZISLIB ARTS: ARTSCODE nvarchar( 6) 
[SOORT BEH] nvarchar(2) 
[ZIEKTEGEV A] nvarchar_(ll_ 
[HOEDANIG] nvarchar( I) 
[MACHTIGNUMl nvarchar(l2) 
IREFNUMMERJ Depending on the souree in [BRON] table this refers to the souree record nvarchar(l 0) 
[VOLGNUMMER] nvarchar( I 0) 
[OPNAMENR] nvarchar(l2) 
[OPNAMEDA T] datetime 
[ONTSLAGDAT] datetime 
[ONTSL WIJZE] nvarchar(l) 
[VERZVORM] n varchar(l) 
[VERZEKERIN] nvarchar(6l_ 
[FAKTUURDA T] datetime 
[FAKTUURNUM] nvarchar( I 0) 
[ORGNUMMERl nvarchar( I 0) 

IBRONI nvarchar( 4) 
[INVOERDA Tl datetime 

[UIDl nvarchar(3) 
[POLISNR] nvarchar(l6) 
[MACHTID] nvarchar(l 0) 
[HDDIAG] nvarchar(8) 
[JOURNDAT] datetime 
[CASENR)) EPISODE DBCPER: DBCNUMMER nvarchar(IO) 
[UITVANES] nvarchar( 6) 
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[OPNT!JDl nvarchar(5l 
fONTSL TIJD] nvarch<i_r( 5)_ 
[BOEKPER] nvarchar(6) 

More DetailedEvents 
Table: [FAKTUUR VERRSEC] 
FieldName Reference to other table Format 
liDI FAKTUUR VERRICHT:ID nvarchar( I 0) 
[CORRECTIE] nvarchar( 6) 
[CODE] FAKTUUR_VEROMSCH:CODE nvarchar( 6) 

where the department is given in FAKTUUR VERRICHT:AFDELING 
[VERRTIJDI nvarchar(5) 
[EINDTIJD] nvarchar(5) 
[AANTAL] int 
[FAKTORKOS1]_ float 
[FAKTORHONl float 
[TYPE CODE] nvarchar(2) 
[BEDRAGZIEK] float 
[BEDRAGSPEC] float 
[REKKOST] nvarchar(9) 
[REKHONl nvarchar(9) 
[BTWCODEl nvarchar(2) 
[KOSTPLAATSl nvarchar(5J 
[WEEKNACHTl nvarchar(2) 
[OPERATIENR] nvarchar(l) 
[EIV2VOLGNR] nvarchar( 4) 
[KOSTPLTHON] nvarchar( 5) 
[SECID] nvarchar( I 0) 
[VALUTA] nvarchar(l) 
[SPECIAL! SM] nvarchar(5) 
fBRONSTATUSl nvarchar(IJ 
[VALST A TUS] nvarchar( I) 

Event Descriptions 
Table: [FAKTUUR VEROMSCH] 
Field Name Format 
[AFDELING] nvarchar(4) 
[CODE] nvarchar(6) 
[BEGINDATUM] datetime 
[OMSCHRIJV] nvarchar(60) 
[KEY] nvarchar(6) 
[MEMO] ntext 
[BLOKKEREN] bit 
fMUTDATUMl datetime 
lCLASSTARJ nvarchar( 5l 
[ZORGKLASSEl nvarchar(3) 
[NIETDECL] bit 
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1.6. DATA EXTRACTION CARE FLOW 
The table that contains the DBC data is EPISODE_ DB CP ER. Table 15 gives a briefdescription of the 
relevant fields. Full descriptions ofthe used tables can be found in appendix 1.5. Toselect the patients 
of the care path rheumatoid arthritis, selection criteria bas to be made. This is also described in Table 
15. 

Table 15 Description oftable: EPISODE_DBCPER, and the selection criteria for RA patients. 

Now the DBC's are selected, the events linked to this DBC have to be selected. The table that 
contains all events of the patients is the FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT table. This table stores events for 
billing purposes. 

CASENR DBC number, link to the EPISODE_ DBCPER table [EPISODE DBCPER]. 

Table 16 Description oftable: FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT, and the selection criteria for RA patients 

Although this table contains all events, it does not contain any descriptions for these events. The 
descriptions for each possible event are stored in the table FAKTUUR_ VEROMSCH, while the table 
FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC links the description to the events. The table descriptions for these tables are 
described in Table 17 and Table 18. 

Table 17 Description oftable: FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC, and the selection criteria for RA patients 
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Table 18 Description oftable: FAKTUUR_ VEROMSCH, and the selection criteria for RA patients 

In the first impression of the data, not all events contain a time value in the VERR TIJD field, and a 
problem of multiple en tri es for a single event is found. Multiple en tri es in FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT 
can point to asingleevent in the source. For example a checkup appointment with a physician can 
have two entries "HERHALINGSBEZOEK" and "HERHALINGSBEZOEK GEEN EPB", which 
both link to the same souree reference number. These duplicates have to be found and removed. 
Another duplicates problem has been found with the link between FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT and 
FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC. Multiple en tri es in FAKTUUR_ VERRSEC link to the same event in 
FAKTUUR_ VERRICHT. For example, if a lab test is one event, the FAKTUUR_VERRSEC table 
contains entries for each test that is done on one sample instead of just one entry with the description 
"lab test". The reason for this is that each test has to be billed, but for the flow of the patients this is 
not relevant. To aggregate these events into single events, the specialization of the events will 
summarize these events. To acquire the specialization forthese events theevent performer code will 
be linked to the physicians table (CSZISLIB_ARTS). The physicians table contains the physician's 
specialization. 

Table 19 Description oftable: CSZISLIB_ARTS, and the selection criteria for RA patients 

These tables can be joined with a SQL query (Figure 37) to extracttheevent log from the CS-EZIS 
database. This result can be exported to a CSV file, which in turn can be opened in Excel for 
preparation for the ProM Import framework. As there is no unique event identifier extracted from the 
database, this should he added to the file. The time and date are now separated in two columns. These 
should be joined into one column. The result is an excel file with the format shown in Table 21. To 
couvert the log to an MXML file using the general purpose ProMimport plug-in, this Excel file has to 
he imported into Access. The table mappings are shown in Table 23. How to use the ProMimport can 
be found in appendix 1.4. 
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USE [ EZ IS_EAD] 

- - Select the f ollowing fields 
SELECT DISTINCT 

A . [EPISODE] 
, A . [ DBCNUMMER ] 

Epi:;ode Number 
DBC number 

, A. [UI TVOERDER] AS OWNER 
,AA . [ DATUM] 

DBC physician 
Event date 

,AA. [ UITVOERDER ] EvenL performer/originator 

-- Event descripLion 
,CASE 

WHEN AA . [BRON ] 'BULF.' THEN ' Ll\13 ' 
WHEN AA. [BRON] ' LABV ' THEN ' LAB ' 
WHEN AA. [ BRON] ' R.'IDE ' THEN 'FADIOLCGIE ' 
WHEN AA. [BRON ] 'RADV' THEN 'PJ,DICLCGIE ' 
WHEN AA. [BRON] 'Pl\t-:W THEN 't1ICROBIOLOCIE' 
WHEN AA. [ BRON] ' FYSV ' THEN 'FYS.T') ' 
ELSE BBB .[SPECIALISM] + ' ' + AAAA. [OMSCHRIJV ] 

END AS [DESCRIPTION] 

-- Event time 
,CASE 

WHEN AA. [BRON] ' r,cs~: ' THEN B . [TIJD ] -- Wh en souree is calendar u se calendart time 
WHEN AA. [ BRON] ~ 'PM<!<' THEN ' 18 : 00 ' -- >'ihen souree i s PAM!-1 use 18 : 00 
ELSE AAA. [VERRTIJD] -- Else use time stored in the bi.l.ling t able 

END AS [ TIME ] 

From the f ollowing tables 
FROM [dbo ]. [ EP ISODE_DBCPER ] AS A 

LEFT JOIN [dbo] . [FAKTUUR_VERRICHT] AS AA 
ON A . [DBCNUMMER] AA . [CASENR] 

LEFT ,JOIN [dbo]. [FAKTUUR_VERRSEC ] AS AAA 
ON AA. [ID] = AAA . [ ID ] 

DBC link to Episodes 
Link to billing events 

-- on DBCNUMBER 
.L.ink. sub E1vents 

LEFT JOIN [dbo]. [FAKTUUR_VEROMSCH] AS AAAA 
- - on event. ID ' s 

Link sub events desc:ription 
ON AAA. [CODE] AAAA. [ CODE ] 
AND AA. [ AFDELING ] AAAA . [AFDELING] 

LEFT J'CJIN [dbo]. [AGENDA_AFSPRAAK] AS B 
ON AA. [REFNUMMER] = B. [ CONSULTNR ] 
AND AA . [ BRON ] "" '!,GEN' 

LEFT JCIN [dbo]. [ AGENDA_AFSPCODE] AS BB 
ON B. [CODE] = BB. [CODE ] 
i\ND B. [ AGENDA ] ~ BB. [ AGENDA] 

.LEF.'T .JCT.N [dbo]. [CSZISLIB_ARTS] AS BBB 
ON AA. [ UITVOERDER] = BBB . [ ARTSCODE] 

WHERE A. [SPECIALISM] ' REU ' 
AND A . [HOOFDDIAG ] '"' 'l Ol ' 
!,ND A. [ BEHCODE] =':1.11' 
1\ND A.[ZORGTYPE] ~ 'H' 
A!W A. [BEGINDAT] >~" ' 2007-t)l. - O'.L ' 
AND A. [ EINDDAT ] <"" ';:oot:-06- :',0' 

Remove duplicate descriptions 
AND (AA. [BRON ] = 'ASEN' 

.hNO ( LE~; (AAA. [CODE] <> 5) 
OP. AA.[BRON <> 'J.\GEN ' ) 

AND AA. [BRON ] <> 'EPI ' 

011 description codes 
and on department codes 

Link calendar items 
on REFFNlJ!Vlf-1ER = CONSULTNR 
where souree is calendar 

-- Link appointment descriptior1 
-- on -:tppo intment code 
-- and calendar code 

-- Link physician specia lization 
on physician code 

DBC Rheumatology 
Main diagnosis Rheumatoid Arthritis 
Treatment Polic.linica.l 
Regular Care (new patient s) 
Start date of the DBC 
End date of the DBC 

ORDER BY A. [ DBCNUMMER ], AA. [DATUM], [TIME], [DESCRIPTION] 

Figure 37 SQL query to extract event logs of rheumatoid arthritis 
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EPISODE DBC:'IILI\11\IER 0\\ NER DATUI\1 LJIT\'OERDER DESCRIPTION TII\IE 
00 81157 0 00949948 0 0 3 0 18011 2007-01-03 18011 REU EERSTE 14:30 

00:00:00:000 POLIKLINIEKBEZOEK 
0000811573 0000949948 18011 2007-01-03 96005 RADIOLOGIE 15:05 

00:00:00:000 
0000811573 0000949948 18011 2007-01-03 96005 RADIOLOGIE 15:10 

00:00:00:000 
0000811573 0000949948 18011 2007-01-03 97001 LAB 15:16 

00:00:00:000 
Table 20 Sample output of the SQL qeury 

Column Label (nm I) \'aluc (othcr nms) 
A EPISODE Numeric code for one care path 
B DBCNUMMER DBC number for this care path 
c OWNER Main physician's code for this DBC 
D DATUM Event date 
E UITVOERDER Event performer's code 
F DESCRIPTION Event description 
G TIJD Event time 
H ATE-ID Numbered increased by 1 each row 

(CELL H2: 1; CELL H3: H2 + 1; CELL H4: H3 + 1; etc) 
I TIMESTAMP Value in D + value in G ofthe same row 

(CELL 12:"=G2 + D2"; CELL 13: "=G3 + D3"; et~) 
Table 21 Excel sheet format for preparation to ProM Import 

1/3/2007 15:10 

1/3/2007 15:1 

Table 22 Sample excel file 
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Tahlr name Tahle field Excel field 
Audit Trail Entries ATE-ID ATE-ID 

PI-ID DBCNUMMER 
WFMElt DESCRIPTION 
EventType 'com_plete' 
Timestamp Timestam_p_ 
Originator UITVOERDER 

Process Instances PI-ID DBCNUMMER _(unique) 
Descri_ption " 

Data Attributes Process Instances PI-ID " - - -
Name " 
Value " 

Data Audit Trail Entries ATE-ID " 
Name " 
Value " 

Table 23 Excel field mapping onto the general purpose ProMimport plug-in 

1.7. DATA EXTRACTION FORACCESS TIME TO HEALTHCARE 
To calculate the access time an SQL query is run on the CS-EZIS database to extract the relevant data 
(Figure 38). This query extracts all calendar mutations, of calendar entries which contain a first time 
appointment, where the patient came in 2007. The analysis was done with ProM. To make the 
extracted data compatible with ProM a mapping on the general purpose import plug-in was made 
(Table 24 and Table 25). The data tables will not be used, but as they are mandatory for the plug-in to 
work, two empty tables were made. 

SELECT DISTINCT AA. [AFSPRAAKNR] 1\ppo:Lntment ID 
,AA. [DATUM] Appoint.ment. Dat.e 
,AA. [ UITVOERDER ] Originator , Med.i.cal Specialist code 
, AA . [MUTDAT] Dat.e o f t.he c a lenda:r: mu t. at. i on 
, AA. [MUTTIJD ] Time o f the calendar mutation 
,AA. [MUTTYPE ] Type of the calendar muta t. ion 

FROM [EZIS_EAD]. [dbo ]. [AGENDA_MUTATIE] AS A 
TNNEP. ,J()IN [ EZI S_EAD]. [dbo]. [AGENDA_MUTATIE ] AS AA 
ON A. [AFSPRAAKNR] = AA . [ AFS PRAAKNR ] 

WHERE A. [AGENDA ] 'h()OO:n' -- !;00 031 RR.C 
AND A . [DATUM ] >'' '2007-UL-O".L ' - - Appoin t.rnent. aft.er ;hwe l st. 
AND A. [ DATUM] < '20 08-0l-01 ' - - and befare July lst 
AND A . [CONSTYPE J = 'E' -- A.ppoint.ment. is a fir·st t.ime visit 
J.\.ND A. [VOLDAAN] ' ... T ' The p at i ent came to t: he appoi rn:: rne nr.: 
AND A . [ MUTTYPE ] ' <~ ' The appoint.rnent ent.ry was compl et.eà 

ORDER BY [AFSPRAAKNR ] , [ MUTDAT], [MUTTIJD] 

Figure 38 SQL query to extract mutations for access time calculation 
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Table 24 Data field mapping on Audit_Traii_Entries ofthe import plug-in 

Table 25 Data field mapping on PI_ID ofthe import plug-in 

The PraMimport tooi was used to convert the data to a MXML log file. Now the log can be used by 
ProM. The following event classes are available in the log: M, W, C, T, V, A, and K. By using the 
SQL profiler, while accessing the calendar mutation history in CS-EZIS, the meaning of these 
mutation types could be extracted. The explanation of these codes could be found in the ChipSoft 
Overzichtgenerator. Table 26 gives a description on the mutation codes. 

Table 26 Description ofthe mutation codes in the AGENDA_MUTATIE table 

10 MS Access didn't recognize the time format, which wasstoredas a string in the [AGENDA_MUTATIE] 
table. Only the first 5 characters contained the time in hours and minutes, in Excel with the LEFTO function. 
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1.8. TEST MODELS 

0.995 
204 

Figure 39 Initial beuristics miner model extracted with the final dataset 
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1.9. PERFORMANCE ANAL YSIS WITH PETRI NET 
The log replay metbod (also used in the conformanee checker plug-in) is used to derive performance 
information out of a log with help of a process model. The log replay metbod simulates the process 
instances in the input log in the Petri net. To be able to do this, events in the log have to be associated 
with transitionsin the Petri net. During log replay, every time an event occurs in a log trace, (one of) 
its corresponding transition(s) in the Petri net is fired and measurements are taken. In this way, 
performance information can be obtained, like for instanee routings at XOR-splits and the time that 
cases, represented by tokens, spend at certain places within the process. We distinguish four groups of 
performance information such as Process metrics , Place metrics, Two-transition metrics, and 
Activity metrics. 

Process metrics The following process-related metrics are derived by this plug-in: 

• Total number selected: the total number ofprocess instances. 
• Number fitting: the number ofprocess instances that complete properly and successfully, i.e. 

the number of instances that can be replayed in the Petri net without any problems. 
• Arrival rate: the number of arrivals of process instances per time unit. 
• Throughput time: the throughput time of the process instances. 

Place metrics The place-related metrics that are derived consist of: 

• Frequency: the number of visits of tokens to the place during replay of the process instances 
in the Petri net. 

• Arrival rate: the rate at which tokens arrive to the place per time unit. 
• Place time metrics: 

o Waiting time:the time that passes from the (full) enabling of a transition until its 
firing, i.e. time that a token spends in the place waiting fora transition (to which the 
place is an input place) to fire and consume the token. 

o Synchronization time: the time that passes from the partial enabling of a transition 
(i.e. at least one input place marked) until full enabling (i .e. all input places are 
marked). Time that a token spends in a place, waiting for the transition (to which this 
place is an input place) to be fully enabled. 

o Sojoum time: the total time a token spends in a place duringa visit (Waiting time+ 
Synchronization time). 

o Probabilities at XOR-splits: The probability that a case chooses a certain branch at a 
place with multiple outgoing arcs. 

Two-transitions metrics For each two (visible) transitionsin the Petri net, the following metrics are 
available: 

• Frequency: the number of process instances in which both transitions fire at least once. 
• Time in between: (absolute) time between the first firing ofthe one transition during log 

replay and the first firing of the other transition. 

Activity metrics Often transitions are part of an activity, i.e. a task. For instance, an activity clean can 
be represented by the transitions clean-schedule, clean-start and clean-complete. In such case, activity 
metrics can be derived. These are: 

• Arrival rate: rate at which work-items arrive at the activity. 
• Activity time metrics: 

o Waiting time: the time between the moment at which the activity is scheduled and the 
moment at which execution of the activity is started. (Time between a schedule and a 
start event ofthe activity). 
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o Execution time: the time in which an activity is actually executed. Which is the time 
between the moment at which the activity is started and the time at which it is 
completed, without possible time spend in a state of sus pension. (Time between a 
startand a complete eventof an activity, without the time spend in between all 
suspend and resume pairs that occurred in between). 

o Sojourn time: Time between the scheduling of an activity and the time it finishes 
execution (Time between a schedule and a complete event).li> 

The exact values of activity time metrics (waiting, execution and sojourn time) can only be calculated 
when in the used log and Petri net there are schedule, start and complete events present for all 
activities. However, when you are using a log and a Petri net which contain less information, upper 
bounds of the values of activity time metrics are calculated and displayed instead. This can be done 
because the process model that we have at out disposal defines how activities are interrelated. For 
instance, suppose the log and the Petri net only contain start and complete events/transitions. In such 
case, execution times can be calculated in a regular fashion. Since we do not know when the activity 
was scheduled, we can at best calculate an upper bound for the waiting time and the sojourn time of 
the activity. This can be done by pretending that a schedule did take place at the moment that the last 
activity that is a direct precessar of this activity was completed. The current activity may actually 
have been scheduled, at every moment after this moment, it is unknown when exactly. 

lt is not always possible to calculate upper bounds for all activity time-metrics however. When for 
instance, in a log only complete events exist, only an upper bound for the sojourn time (which then 
naturally is also an upper bound for the waiting time and execution time) can be calculated. On the 
other hand, if only start events occur, it is possible to calculate upper bounds for all activity time
metrics, but in this case the upper bounds of execution time and sojourn time of each activity do 
overlap with the upper bounds ofwaiting time and sojourn time ofits direct successor(s). To show the 
difference between normal (i.e. exact) values and bound values for activity metrics, bound values are 
displayed in red. 
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1.10. EXPLANATION CALCULATION PROCESSING TIME 

Waiting Physician 

1 
Time 

1 
Time 

Visitirie: Hours 

Patient 1 I 
I Patient 2 

I I Patient 3 I 

w c I I Patient4 I 
Change Authorize c I I Patient 5 I 

Authorize c 
Authorize 

The fiTst patient goes to the physician when the visiting hours start. When the patient is finished, the 
patient goes back to the counter where the assistant authorizes the appointment. Meanwhile the 
second patient goes to the physician. So the end time of the first patient will be the start time for the 
second patient. Now the second patient is finished. The difference in time between the first patient 
and the second patient will be his processing time. 

Meanwhile the third patient has not come in yet. When he comes in his arrival time will be his starting 
time and his authorization will be his end time. 
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